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Online Business Card is a web- it that off r the customer to design create 
and order the bu ine card. Th main id a f thi pr [ect i to let the customer to 
de ign, create and rder a bu ine ard for th msel es. Besid that th 
al o can upload the pi tur that the d ir ti r developing or de igning a busine 
card for their wn rnpany. Thi t m al o pr ide the log-in 
cu t mer during cu t mizing and pa m nt pr 
bu ine card by u ing any picture and 
tern for th 
an r ate th 
i d. Th pti n ither the 
can tart d igning the bu inc 
that h wn in thi web- it . 
There are f w advantag that ar ru I t th r thi nlin 
h ·ir ' n d ir • u in t imp rt ntl 
ard by 1 w r harg pr ide 1 g-in rn n bu ine 
cl ct f r d igning th n upl 
want t de ign a bu in id th t it i f r th' 
bu ine man wh v ry bu The ju t h 
nline. 
Thi r p rt intr du c th pr Ll nd pr ri ti n n th t pi 
tudied and car hed during the lit ratur urv l m th r th tem 
di cu d whi h i th v at rfall ' ith proto ing model. And 
finally, this r .p rt 11 includ ·d th· 
f sy 'l ·11'1 d · i nin 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Introduction of the Project 
This proposal is about develop an online system for creating and printing a 
business card for one organization. There is a web-site that has an interface that 
convenient the user to do the creating and ordering business card transaction. In the web- 
site, there include some description of the products or services of online business card 
the catalog of the layout of business card, the features for online creating and ordering of 
the business card. 
In the Online Business Card, the server always keep in track of their customer 
profile, needs, requirements and the customers behavior according to their life- tyle to 
satisfied the customers needs and put ourselves in the latest trend. The server als ha t 
keep track in and manage their daily business transactions in manageable, effectively and 
efficiently way. Because of this the developing of this system needed to manage and 
manage an interaction between the staff and their customers in real-time system. Besides 
that, this system also has a database to store the data of their each customer' detail . Not 
only that, the database also provides the facilities to edit, add new data and delete the old 
data to reprocess or process a useful information for one organization t make decisi n r 
planning for their business strategies. 
Purpose for developing this online busine s card is t c nvenient the cust mer 
to create and order their own busines card. In this system the cu tomcrs nly hav to sit 
in front the computer and order the busine s ard that they already created. Not like the 
ordinary online business card sy tern they charge th fr oust m r f r hi h I aym nts for 
printing the business card. N t nly hav that the c I t that printed out fr th' rystcrn 










to create and print the business card. It is waste energy, time and money of the 
customers. 
Advantages of online business card: 1) It is convenient the users because they can 
create and order their own business card just by on.line; 2) They only have to do the 
payment by internet; 3) Save time and energy to do others things; 4) Create the business 
card more quickly, not need to do the procedures like the ordinary traditional transaction 
when one to create a business card; 5) More attractive because we can choose the layout 
and the color that we want and the that we want; 6) The server also can manage their 
daily business transaction in effectively, manageable, efficiency and fast way and; 8) Th 
server can always have the updated information for them to make decision or planning. 
The steps during creating and printing the online business card: 1) Choosing a 
picture; 2) Choosing a business card type style; 3) Choosing business card format and; 4) 
Ordering the business card that have chosen. 
Business cards can serve many functions beyond simply displaying your name 
and address. The business card is used for the purpose of promoting business, but also 
serves as a calling card, with the purpose of providing even basic contact information and 
with the ability to add additional notes that can be associated with the busines or th 
business contact. You can enhance your business' image and bui ld customer recogniti n 
by printing directions to your business, a mini-Ii t of your pr ducts or service r 
you or of your business, and much more. 
In conclusion, this online business card i propos d a a elution t the custom r 
for creating and printing the bu ines card and al to th' s srver it' If urin muna tin 1 
and controlling the customer inn rrnati n and r quest, It is u very u cful m ·ffi i .ncy 









1.2 Problem Statement 
After all the study and research conducted, it is clear and understandable of why 
this online business card should be built. It actually mirrored to a few major problems 
which seems to be inherited since before. During developing this online business card 
project, there are some problems that we have faced: 1) Don't have knowledge about 
using programming languages to set-up the website. So it is very difficult to choose an 
appropriate programming language for developing the web-site for the online busines 
card. 2) Beside of this, the sources that for us to search also not so much. Some the 
journal not related to our journal. It takes so many times. Have to do many reference 
from many resources. 3) The time for us to do the researching is not so enough and for us 
to learn the programming language. 
For developing this online business card project, these are the problems that have 
identified and need to be given a change: l) They charge the customer in high rices. 2) 
Besides that, current online business card web-site provides only few choices for the 
customers to choose the layout and picture for creating their business card. It is make the 
customers not interest to use their facilities. 3) No logged-in ystern for the current 
online business card web-site. The customer' nly do the creating and payrn nt 
processes without logged-in into the system. It is very insecur becau e the pin number 
of the customers' credit card will be known by the hacker . 
1.3 The Method or Approach Proposed to olvc the Problem 
For developing thi online business card yst »n w huv lo find the 8 Juli n l 
solve some problems that w have fac d: 1) on t h w J n wlc lg' ab ut using 









resources to search the best programming language for the online business card web-site 
and to learn it. 2) Beside of this, the sources that for us to search also not so much. Some 
the journal not related to our journal. So we have to use others engine search to search 
our journal. It takes so many times. 3) The time for us to do the researching is not so 
enough and for us to learn the programming language. So we spend more time to search 
and develop the online business card system. 
For developing this online business card project, these are the problems that have 
identified and need to be given a change: 1) In this system, we provide the facilities for 
customers to create and order business card by themselves with less charges. 2) Be ide 
that, this online business card web-site provides multiple choices for the customer to 
choose the layout and picture for creating their business card. 3) Provide logged-in 
system for the customers during do the transaction of this online busincs card web- it . 
The customer's only do the creating and payment processes with logged-in int th 
system. 
1.4 Objectives 
This new online business card is said to be next facilities ne ded in the nline 
business card market. There are some major objectives f r d vcl ping thi new nlinc 
business card project: 1) Able let the customer t create their wn u in s card. 2 
Secure and privacy because have logged-in system. 3) sasy t use. 
1.5 Scope 
There are some scopes in thi nlin bu in 'S ard yst nn. It is t ma ' sure the 










three types of modules in this application server: 
1) The Users' Modules 
o For user account management 
o Able user to create and design their own business card 
o Provide logged-in system 
2) Product Catalog Modules 
o For inventory management 
o Promote the business card 
o Business card searching and selection 
3) Administrators/ Server Modules 
o To view the customers details 
o To admin to add new type of business card details and delete 
o Has a database system that provides information for their clients and pr vid an 
interaction between them with their customers in real-time system 
1.6 Expected Output 
The expected outputs of this system are: 
o An online business card system that all w cu torners t er ate and order their wn 
business card 
o A system that provides more secure y tern f r cu t mcrs ecause have the 
logged-in system 
o A web-site that provide many ch ice fl r the cu 'I m 'rs t ·h >OSC th ir pi tur 'S 
for the business card 











1.7 Project Schedule 
~-1---~---~·-----U 
Project proposal and literature review 
11111'""+-=-+---'-· 
Identify appropriate name of tools 
System analysis & mastering basic skill 
Process system design, architecture --------------------· 
Gantt Chart I 
0 ask N~ma Duration Start 
Finish Predecessors 
·- ~ ............. - Search for revelant Informations 3 articles 19 days Mon 7/18/05 Fri 8/5/05 
Project proposal and literature review 28 days Sat 8/6/05 Fri 9/2/05 1 
- 
Identify appropriate name of tools 21 days Sat 9/3/05 Fri 9/23/05 2 - 
System analysis & mastering basic skill 28 days Sat 9/24/05 Fri 10/21 /05 3 
Process system design, architecture 33 days Mon 12/26/05 Fri 1 /27/06 4 - - Report writing, system development 35 days Sat 2/18/06 Fri 3/24/06 5 -- Viva, complete system 21 days Sat 3/25/06 Fri 4/14/06 6 - -- -- 
Gantt hart II 
1.8 Chapter Summary 
This section summarizes all the chapter pre ented in thi rep rt. It will be 
divided into two parts as part 1 and part 2. 
1.8.1 Part 1-Analysis, Desi n, Development 









r. Cahpter 1 - Introduction 
This chapter gives an introduction to the system and its objectives, as well as an 
overview, project problem statements, solution for the problems, project objectives, 
project scopes and project schedule plan. 
ii. Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
In this chapter, literature review will be done and existing system analysis before the 
development of the project. Research findings, summarization, analysis and 
synthesis of all the literature reviewed will be indicated. Part 1 c vers several 
researched issues and field of interest, whereas Part 2 consists critical analysi and 
features study on available online business card and similar system. 
iii. Chapter 3 - Methodology 
This chapter clearly identifies the methodology and technical using to Iv th 
problems in the project. 
iv. Chapter 4 - System Analysis 
This chapter clearly identified related requirement such as functi nal requirements 
non-functional requirements, hardware requirements and ftware requir merits. Th 
quality of the proposed tools refers to the practicality f ch en t I cffcctiven s 
and appropriateness in solving the problem pre ented. 
v. Chapter 5 - System Design 










The components include the architectural design, functional design, information flow 
chart, modules and also interface design. 
1.8.2 Part 2 - Development, Implementation, Testing and Evaluation 
There are three chapters in Part 2: 
vi. Chapter 6 - System Implementation 
Under the specified design and development - operating environment and in 
accordance to be designed blueprints, the system is developed. Following that the 
system is implemented in the usual environment using real-time data. y doing 
the system is prepared for evaluation and debugging. 
vii. Chapter 7 - System Testing 
The approaches for debugging and testing of the system are described here. The 
objectives, both achieved and unachieved, are outlined and the pr posal of future 
work is considered. The problems faced and the solutions taken during the 
development period are highlighted. 
viii. Chapter 8 - Evaluation and Future nhancement 
Following the evaluation on the finished ystem, the trength and lirnitati ns f 
the final product a.re confirmed. A prop al f r the f utur enhanc merit 
forwarded here. At the end, an overall conclusi n based n the pr [ect dev 1 merit 










Chapter2: Literature Review 
In this chapter, literature review will be done and existing system analysis befor the 
development of the project. Research finding, summarization analysis and synthesis of 
all the literature review will be indicated. 
2.1 Information Collection Technique 
A complete literature review must be carry ut f r gath r all th information of th 
theories, method nd tool which are needed to develop th proj ct. A well-organize 
and convenient literature review will undoubtedly facilitat a lot in analy is and nth rs 
of proposition system. everal inf rrnati n collecti n techniqu ar u ed con cuti 
to ensure the succe s in c nducting the r ear h and appr priat planning. Th f 11 wing 
are technique u ed t gather inti rrnati n: 
i. Net urfing - u ing kcyw rd arching te hniquc t find ut th appr print' 
information needed. Further rnor br w ing ev r I we - it r lat d t 
topic. 
ii. References books - Borrow some books from library and bu 
book fr m sh p . 
iii. Newspaper - getting late l inti rrnati n a ut curr nt mput rt hn I 
iv. Brain t rrning - c llect all pr pcctiv idea b 
v. iscu n - iscu with the Iri ind wh al d ing th ir th to xchange ideas 









2.2 The Internet and World Wide Web (WWW) 
The Internet is a network of networks, linking computers to computers sharing the 
TCP/IP protocols. Each runs software to provide or "serve" information and/or to access 
and view information. The Internet is the transport vehicle for the information stored in 
files or documents on another computer. It can be ornpar d to an international 
communications utility servicing computers. It is sometime compar d to a giant 
international plumbing system. The Intern t itself does not contain information. It i a 
slight misstatement to say a "document was found on th Intern t." It would b rn r 
correct to say it was found through or using the Internet. What it wa found in (or on) i 
one of the computers linked to the Internet. 
Computers n the Internet may u ne r all f th fi 11 wing J nt ern t 
• lectronic mail (e-mail). P rmit y u t nd and r m ii. Pr id' a 
discussion group often called Li tservs after th ftwar th und r. 
• Telnet or remote login. Permit y ur comput r t I g nt an th r m ut r an 
use it as if you were there. 
• FTP or File Transfer Prot col. All ws y ur omput r t rapi 
files intact fr m a remote c mputcr and view r v th m n 
• opher. An early text-only m th d for ace ing intern t d um nt . 
been aim st ntir ly su urned in the W rld Wid W ut y u m 
gopher documents linked t in web pag . 
r tri m i 'X 
till find 
and mu h mor . You 










and hear voice, and view programs that run on practically any software in the world 
providing your computer has the hardware and software to do these things. 
2.2.J Introduction 
In 1973, the U.S. Defense Advanc d R arch Pr j ct Ag ncy (DARPA) 
initiated a research program to investigate techniqu and technologi s for int rlinking 
packet networks of various kinds. The obj ctive was to dev lop communication protocols 
which would allow networked computer t c mrnunicate tran parently across multipl 
linked packet networks. This was called the Intern tting project and th f 
networks which emerged from the research was known as the "Int rn t." Th f 
protocols which was developed ver the cour f thi r s ar h ff rt 
the T PIIP Pr tocol uite after the two initial pr t col d 
Control Protocol (T P) and Internet Pr t c I (IP). 
ame kn n a 
ran mi i n 
2.2.2 Internet Technical Evolution 
The Internet Activitie Board (IA ) wa er at d in 1 8 t guid th luti n f 
the T P/IP Protocol uite and t pr vide r earch ad ic to th Int rn t mrnunit . 
It now has tw primary c mponents: the Intern t Engin ring a k F r an th 
Internet R earch 'J a k • rce. The Ji rm r ha primary r pan 1 ility f r furth r luti n 
of the T P/IP pr t col suite its randurdizati n with th concurr nc of th JAB and the 
intcgrati n of thcr pr t c ls int Internet perati n. Tho Int rn t R s ar h Task Force 
c ntinue to rganizc and exp! re advanced nc pt in netw rking und r the guidance 










A secretariat has been created to manage the day-to-day function of the Internet 
Activities Board and Internet Engineering Task Force. The IAB meets quarterly face-to- 
face or by videoconference and at intervening times by telephone el ctronic mail and 
computer-mediated conferences. 
Throughout the development of the Intern t it protocol and other aspects of its 
operation have been documented fir tin a series of document called Intern t Experiment 
Notes and, later, in a series of documents called Reque t for omment (RF s). Th 
Internet Registry (IR) also provides c ntral maint nanc f the D main Nam 
(DNS) root database which points to subsidiary di tributed N s r er r plicat d 
throughout the Internet. 
2.2.3 New Users for the Internet 
As a communication medium it can fa ilitatc a varl t ft p 
from inform tion r trieval (ftp g pher etc) electr nic gath ring 
groups), to cyber-stores, to electronic malls and el ctr nic ill 
World Wide Web (an "area" of the internet that 
even lo ks like a uthwe t Airline tick t c unt r http://www.if1 v 
need informati n ab ut uthwe t Airlines y u can imply point 
RL r web addre . imilarly t I arn wh t' g ing n t I M http:// 
ell rnput 'r (http://www.d"ll. m) ju t t p by th ir web itc . 
ilic n raphics' viewer will i nificantly enhanc th br sing xp n nee. 
irnilarly, N tMarket's i iita! http://www.netmark t.com allows the 
br ws r t tum »nbl · an utfit view th· re rults nline and t ad them to a "shopping 




r t thi 











Ultimately, the internet will foster a lot of interaction among people belonging 
to small focused interest groups. Similarly, a small but increasing number of companies 
are hosting mail lists for the purposes of customer interaction. 
Consider these groups as private parties. Commercial gat crashers are simply 
not welcome. It is not appropriate to post commercial mes ag h r unl ss of cours the 
charter of the group specifically allows it. 
2.2.4 Commercial Use of the Internet 
Overall, the internet is becoming more commercialized as tartup mak mor 
interesting tools, utilities, games and sites available. Many c rp rati n are ru hing t 
develop some form of online pr ence to get cl r t xi ting cu t mer , t mak 
communications with the e customers more effici nt Pizza 
Hut (httpi//www.pizzahut.corn/) received a I t f fr publicity in th fall f I 
set up a site allowing people (in the anta ruz ar a) t rd r pizz nlin . 
A variety of companies ranging fr m th mall t" 
"Culinary Headshop" (http://www.presence.com/hot) t th 
t H t" th int m t' 
American Greeting , are finding gr wth pp rtuniti n t. h mall r m nie 
are finding that they can dramatically incr a e their p t ntial mark t r a h and r v nu 
streams. American reeting , for in tan all nth ir wn 
oftwar rnpanic find that U1 int rn t an id m ium f r b th 
adverti ing and selling s ftware with ra le (http://www. racl . om off ring fr e 
evaluali ns of it Per nal ra Jc 7 and r lated s ware. 
F .d ·rul sxpr · s taking y t in th 'l' I n 1 l p ·y nd its competition put up a 









surfers cite the Federal Express web site as the single most useful although perhaps not 
most entertaining, site on the internet. 
Speaking of entertainment, an increasing number of content pro iders ha e 
gotten online. News and World Report, etc), more entertaining sites are available 
including Wired and Playboy (http://www.hotwir d.com http://www. playboy. com). 
Each of these site is more than a faithful reproduction f their traditional pap r 
format. business in your .sig. Some companies afraid to host such open dialog betwe n 
their customers, miss the point that uch dialog air ady ccur . In ho ting uch a dialog 
the customers provide immediate feedback to the company and show their appreciation 
for the forum through increased loyalty (busine ) f r th 
Some companies will publish el ctr ni catal g f r br w ing and rd ring 
purposes (http: I /www. emall. com). A a re ult c mpanie lik an ' nd c nd 
International looking t hift s me f th nlin a ti 111 111' 
save m transaction c sts a w 11. nline tran acti n will f 
magnitude less. The online activity will attract n w cu tom r . hi a ti it rcquir 
several components fl r success - a browser such as M aic r N t rui r an int rn et 
connection of some s rt, and a web erver. Awar ne an futur m ·k t p rtunitic 
for their secure web rvcr pr duct. 
irnilarly th u ands f c mpame hav ru h d 
l oking t I tor their acce million f p t ntial n w 
it nt th intern t 
r.M t fth 
c mpani eri usly verestimate the short-term pp rtunity and under stimat th long- 









2.2.5 Usage Pattern 
Clearly, large companies are looking to move some portion of their 
communications activities online. Most companies characteriz d th ir o rall internet 
usage as relatively minor to non-existent, but did expect that th u ag would increase 
significantly or moderately within the next 12 months. 
Some companies are finding new customer through their internet pr sence. In 
March and April of 1995 250 000 people r quested information from Fid lity 
Investments (http://www.fid-inv.com) through it w b ite. A c rding t Ne l Litvack 
the firm's executive vice pre ident 80% of th e had n ver r qu ted informati n fr m 
Fidelity prior to hitting the web ite. 
In talking with large companies ab ut th purp e f th ir nlin 
IDC uncovered an inter sting th me. Ask the ati fi d and pr ducti with ~ i tin 
products. evcral year ag f rward - thinking c rnpanic h t d f rum . 
Today, h w ver with the va tly increa ed capabiliti f th int rn t an th 
much broader demographic reach companie can conduct virtually an 
online, from advertising to selling to conducting virtual pr 
earlier the smaller c mpany typically ha more t gain fr rn 
a ti it 
n t d 
mar t 
acce s. 
he activitie can be divided into three maj r cat g ri in lu in u t m r 
acquisiti n ust mer retenti n and supp rting cti itie . 
u l m 'r ac uisiti n includes: I) mar "ting, 2 ad rti ing 3 public r lations 
4) custom r research 5) s c ndary r scar h .ales and 7 tc hnical upport. 
u t rn 'r r t ·nti n includ · · tho JI win 1: 1 technical supp rt, 2) customer 










Supporting activities include: 1) recruiting, 2) customer research, 3) secondary 
research and 4) information gathering (news). 
The reach of these activities include both existing and prosp ctiv customers. 
For existing customers, the quality and quantity of contact can be significantly increased 
with litt]e or no incremental transaction costs. Similarly pro p ctive customers can b 
lured from new psychographic groups previously unreachabl b traditional marketing. 
The effective implementation of each of these activitie warrants lit rally 
hundreds of pages of discus ion. F r now howev r the following thumbnail 
critical issues should serve as the underpinnings of an effective campaign. 
2.3 E-Commcrce 
2.3.1 Introduction 
-commerce i elling pr duct and taking payrn nt ia ur it . M 11 
people would like to have an e-commerce enabl d web it but b Ii it uld 
complicated or costly. Howev r the e day , it' a I t impl r than LI might think. 
are many inexpensive "canned" programs that can pr vid y u with ju t h t LI n " t 
sell a mall invent ry r few pr duct . on't let " - mm r " ar 
cornplicat d and r ally i n't that why y u r ally want d 
it could at least pay fl r itself and then me. An c- mm 
it - in th h p 
it Ill ) : 
• You have acce st a huge p t ntial mark t - w rldwid 
• Increa ing al xtra adrnini trati n 
• Y ur bu in ss is p n f r bu ine 'S 24 h ur a day 5 da a ar 
" It will dv_.y u a c m etitivc dgc v r th mpctiti n 









• Contact with customers in the comfort of their own home 
Having an e-commerce site is possibly one of the best ways to make money from 
the Internet. And the good news is it actually involves very little ffort on your part. 
Today consumers are beginning to look to the Internet to acquir rvic products and 
more - this trend will only increase as consumers become more comfortable and used to 
Internet purchasing. Wouldn't it be nice to tap into new market of pot ntial consumers? 
2.3.2 Categories of E-Commerce 
According to Dictionary.COM, the term commerce is defined as follows: "The 
buying and selling of goods, especially on a lar e scale as between itie or nation ". 
This definition is straight forward and easy to und r tand. r m h r we add the 11 11 f r 
"electronic", and we derive the definition: "buyin and sellin of Ir ni all ". 
This typically mean that rder and p yment pa 
more to this - much more, as follow : 
B2B (Business-to-Business) E-Commerce r ally r ti r t 
technology, which is by far the largest and most successful - mm r 
uppl hain 
t hn l g 
h r . 
B2C (Business to onsumer) • - ommercc r r t th llin u m f 
good and rvice via th web from web r tail r w rs. With B-B 
implementations, the partie are "Tru ted Busine Partner " who ha an st blished 
working relati n hip. With 2 mrner the r tail r are n lling t unknown 
xtra 'ffi rt mu 'I ~ made t captur customer and 










B2E (Business to Employee) E-Commerce generally refers to the requisitioning 
of supplies by employees for use in their jobs, but this really has grown to encompass 
much more. Many companies have found that B2E technologies have dramatically 
reduced the administrative burdens with the human resources department. Admittedly 
maintaining employee information has little to do with commerc but this term has 
grown to encapsulate this activity into the B2E definition. 
C2C (Consumer to Consumer) E-Commerce has al o emerg d that allow 
unknown, un-trusted parties to sell goods and rvice t one-another. To accomm dat 
this activity, several technologies have emerged. Firstly, bay all w all and 
buyers to rate one another. In another example a pr pective purcha er may 
who has previously old only 4 tirn and 11 4 rat In t .ad f 
purchasing items directly from an unknown un-trusted seller th bu r c n in t ad nd 
the money to Pay Pal. 
B2M (Busine s to Machines) E- ornm rec i 
commerce. The general idea is that compani 
fa t m rging ar a ithin - 
th 
internet. You stop at a high rise building that ontains a n r - 
now what? With 2M technol gy the f lk at tl h v man drink ar 
in each machine by type f drink and their ace unting 
r port advi ing the driver ace rdingly. In thi rnann r 
machines from afar t determine if they need repair r r st eking. 
an rn nit r th ir 
2.3.3 The Benefits of ~ lectronic omm re · 
The benefits I 1- mall u inc s may includ capabilities to: l 4xtend 










Expand reach to new clients; 4) Improve service to existing clients; 5) Reduce paperwork 
and time spent on correspondence; 6) Track customer satisfaction· 7) Expand markets 
beyond geographical, national boundaries; 8) Improve inventory control order 
processing; 9) Establish position in emerging £-Commerce marketplace; 10) Monitor 
competition and industry trend and; 11) Improve or expand product lines - locate new 
suppliers, products that could be included in catalogue. 
2.3.4 Traditional Distribution vs. E-commerce Distribution 
Similarity: Both share the same goal and real estate, but that' where the similarity 
ends 
What are the difference between traditional di tri uti n faciliti and th that 
serve online shoppers? Both of these type of facil iti have th am bj ti : t g t th 
right product t the right cu t mer at the right time. And th p rat ut r th, m' 
kind of real estate: warehouses typically located near maj r tran p rtati n rt ri . ut 
they aren't as similar as they appear - r as m nlin mark t r might a um . In fa t 
one can safely say they'r as different as night and d y. Kn wing th k 
between the two facilities c uld ave ome headach s f r rnanu a tur r I' 
establi hing an online fulfillment effort. M r imp rtant it ul 
thousand of customers. 
nt th f 
Differences 
o Hi rher order volume, lower ord r quantity 
Many traditi mil distributi n fa ilitie are d · rign id t Iii rder in large olume 
confi iurution uch a as ·' r pall ts. By c ntra l as e-c mmerce fulfillment center 









the size of their traditional counterparts. Instead of shipping 100 turtlenecks to a 
single Gap store in Atlanta, the facility may send turtlenecks to I 00 different 
customers throughout the country, all via small package delivery. As a result 
manufacturers must lay out and equip e-commerce fulfillment centers differently 
with more pick-to-light systems. Automation like thi do n't com cheap which is 
why companies can xpect to pay three to five times as much p r quar foot for an - 
commerce fulfillment center. 
o More products 
A virtual store can do many things a real store can't - including carrying a larg r 
array of products. Delta Air Line ' kymall for xampl ff r l 000 it m n it 
Web site versus 2 000 item in its in-flight catalogue . hi nt r 
th 'r thin, I presents an incredi Jc challenge fl r online fulfillm nt c nt r . Am n 
they must have more storage ar a pick lin and p opl 
to mention more space. They als 
individual products you hav , the more difficult it is t 
data - and to avoid the mo t dr adcd f e-c mm r blund r th 
ari t - n t 
th rn r 
in nt r 
o More people 
Traditi nal di tributi n facilitie that mu pi k line t fill 
approximately ne-quarter to one-third f their la r for 
ign 
this acti ity. B 
c ntrast, 75 p rccnt t 0 p rccnt f mploy may man th pick and customization 
line at '·C mm rec Iulfillrn ·nl int ·r . The hum n res urce function at an e- 










probably have to hire and maintain more employees, it will need to manage them 
more efficiently to inspire order-perfect performance. Accommodating this additional 
staff becomes a critical design issue because the facility will need larger break rooms 
more restrooms, and additional parking spaces than normally found in a traditional 
distribution center. 
o Sending product packaging 
When the term "wrap" is used at a traditional di tribution nter it typically refer 
to encasing a pallet in plastic wrapping for protective purposes. Say that word at an e- 
commerce fulfillment center and it more likely mean the kind of acti ity that r ult 
in a package you'd find under a Christma tre . "'-c mmerce fulfillrn nt nt r mu t 
be a small-package expert, which mean they n ed ar a d di at d 
material and pr viding extra t u he uch a gift-wrappin . Th' mu t al 
adept at dealing with small package carrier wh ther th y u an p dit d m n 
or a parcel consolidator. 
o Fulfillment centers may make the sale 
Perhap the mo t imp rtant diff r nc f all i th 
fulfillment centers play in making a al . nline u t m r 
d clining and cu t mer ' iggest c mplaint i 
recent Jupiter mmunications Inc. research tudy. The stud al o finds that 
cu st mer eventually cancelled m re than 5 rd r for back-ordered 










attention to their e-commerce fulfillment design as their Web site design. Not only 
will their fulfillment deliver the goods; it could deliver a future sale. 
2.3.5 Management of expectations 
How does it integrate with traditional services? 
As E-Commerce matures and more traditional busin enter the el ctronic 
marketplace, it will become difficult to distinguish the -Comm re merchant from 
traditional merchant. Although some firm p rat x Ju iv ly mmerc 
merchants, it appears that the greatest pportuniti ar fl re tabli hed firm that ntur 
into E-Commerce as a means to refine exi ting busine pr ce e and gain n w 
customers. 
- ornmerce may c mplernent or repla e traditi nal mm r ial a ·ti iti d 
upon the industry and the functions. B cause it is both a thr at and an 
various industries it is worthwhile to: 
rtunit G r 
1. Study how E-Commerce can integrate into operation . t rmin n d and 
capabilities. rnmerc peration may had \ traditi n 1 
provide redundant service such as product information di tributi n. 
2. Develop an i - ommcrcc strategy into the bu inc and mark tin plan . 
rider tanding h w an ""- omm r c y t m will trat gi all fit with th firm' 
existing operati ns will h Ip t allocate th managern nt and financial r sources 
n e ary f r it t e a succes . In the I ng-run th r ha 
up and su Loin u syst ·m 1110 in it w rk b st r the typ 
munag .d. 
r sources to set- 










3. Monitor competitors, suppliers, and customers' movements into E- 
Commerce. Special attention to their capabilities will help determine areas of E- 
Commerce that need development. 
4. Establish a consistent operations review process. E-Conunerc technology and 
operations are con tantly evolving. Changes in t chnology fr qu ntly introduce 
opportunities to refine or create new services. 
2.4 The Web Security of Business Transaction 
2.4.1 What is security 
Security is the totality of mechani m and techniqu that pr t ct t m a t . 
Security is used in a sense f minimizing the ri k f exp ur fa ur 
various vulnerabilities. Security i the pr tecti n f y tem el m nt fr m 
malicious access, use, modification d structi n 
id ntal r 
2.4.2 The Basic Security Objectives 
1) Availability: ensuring ace t informati n: 2) Confid ntiality: k pm inf rmati n 
secret only to those who are authori d t it· ) Anonymity: ling th id entit 
fan entity involved in a pr ce s; 4) Privacy: th th t m 
the acquisiti n di cl sure and use f per onal inf rm ti n: 5 Data Int ri : n uring 
information has not been altered by unauth rized means· 6) Time Integrity: ensuring 
that the indicated time f crcati n fa pcac f inf rrnati n i c rr t· 7 Identification 
and Authcnti ·ntion: rr ratinu th id mtity an ·ntity er on c mputer process 










2.4.3 Threats, risks and attacks 
o Accidental threats and risks: Catastrophes, power failure noise on 
communication channels, software and hardware bugs user errors and many 
more. 
o Origin of malicious threats: an intellig nt attack r attack th w ak st point 
such as: 1) hackers, crackers; 2) criminals criminal organizations (fraud 
extortion); 3) disgruntled employees· 4) industrial spionage and· 5) s cure 
services, national intelligence ervicc . 
o Some types of attacks such as: 1) steal storage media and devices· 2) penetrate 
user account or obtain illegitimate privileges (fal e us r authenti ati n r 
circumvent OS protection); 3) illegitimate acce l data channel /e.g. n tw rk 
sniffing); 4) in ertion f fal e data (e.g. n tw rk p f 
inforrnati n; 6) d nial f gen rati n tran mi i n r r 
denial of service; 8) traffic analysis and· 
horses, logic bombs. 
ipt f inf rmati n: 7 
ft ar : iru Tr jan 
2.4.4 Security measures and mechani ms 
o Technical defenses: 1) ryptography (transformation f inf rm ti n · 
operating y tern security; 3) phy ical at macro-I I: buil in ur ar 
hielding again l I ctr magn tic radiati n: 4 physi al at micr -1 I: tamp r- 
resi taut devices; 5) pr cess rt hn I gy and· i m tric t hnolog 
o r rnni:tntionnl secure and snf •ty protection: uch a d 1 pas curity policy, 
clas ilicoti 11 f inf rmari n and pr vide an auth rizati 1 le el f r different le el 










o People-related: such as screemng, motivation, education and responsibilities 
about how important the web security for all the organization s daily processes. 
o Legal: such as liability regulations and insurances for the security of the 
organization's web. 
o 4 Phases of managing IT risks: I) Security policy: what n d to b protected· 2) 
Risk analysis: threats, damage potential and probabilitie · 3) Risk reduction: 
avoid risks, security measures, damage limitation, recovery strategies insurances 
and; 4) Accept remaining risks (no syst m is ab olut ly cur ). 
2.5 Existing Online Business Card 
2.5.1 LateNightPrinters 
Latenight Printer .corn i the Web' fav rit d tinati n f r u in ss ard . b 
'ite that f r the oust rners to ch a bu ine card d ign that reflects to th ir 
ornpany's sp · iaJ bran irnag n I whi h will pince th sir in a respected class of 










produce business cards that are a genuine promotional asset. Customers can select from 
hundreds of card themes or consider custom business cards. The LateNightPrinters.com 
business cards and other promotional products are commercially printed with the industry 
standard - CMYK offset. The quality of this company's color business card printing sets 
them apart from other printers. 
The advantages about the LateNightPrint r .com provide Create Your Own 
Business Cards" menu for the cu torrers to create their own busines card with many 
choices. They also provide 'Custom Busines ard menu f r the profe ional t create 
their business card. They also pr vide the menu for th customer t write a t timonial 
about them and give the change to cu tomers t a k question wh n facing pr I m . 
The disadvantage f thi web-site are not pr vidin a I g-in y tcm r m rn ... r 
authorization for the customers during d the er ating and payment tran a ti n. It i 
dangerou . Thi web- ite also doe n't provid the y tern fl r th 
own business card. 
With the online business card that will develop this new t m v ill pr th 
rint th ir 










2.5.2 GreatFX Business Card 
r·~ss Printed OL1-,lr1~ss C1~rds D~llver~d to Your Door 
Pion ol•t't • produt( btlo.., 10 ..,,,w prlclno •l'ld prlotlno d•t•\11. 




R•lsed Print Ouslness C•rds ••••• 
reat X and ur partn r 
print hundreds of thousands of bu iness card each year an hip th m a r 
• OU•ru11ud 3 bu1ln1n d•/ dth'<f•l'Y 
• Stl• 1ar10 rirortulon• to.1 l•rOl.ll• 
• Chc11u1 from tile , btoe 01 red 1th•~ 1ntc: 
• Fro onllttit dtulun ... No utu11 '"' 
~~I t..\;IJJ 
xpress Business Cords •••• 
Figure 2.1: GreatFX Busines 
Located in historic downtown pringfield Mi un 
States and anada. 
th nit d 
Since June 2003, GreatFX has quickly become on of the t p-t n int m t la 
business card printers in the country. They trive to meet 3 goal etting r part 
from the competition: 1) Deliver the best "bang-for-your-buck" bu in 
Provide free articles to enable busine owner to mark t m r ff cti 
cards and; 3) e ign and maintain a we ite that i n t but al an 
informative and valua le resource for mall bu ine wn r ar un th 
The advantages ab ut thi reatF · usin ar p 
besid business card. The intere ting part f thi web- it i that th y al o pro id th 
'present and acces ries" menu f r the cu t mer t er at and print th busin ss card as 
1 pr nt r a c issori ·s b sid ·s n fl rmal u 111 • • ar . 
tutorial 
hi w - ite al o pro ides a 










also provide some article for the customers to read. They also provide the menu for the 
customers to view their company and how to contact them. They also provide the page 
about how to build a business for the customers to view. It also provides the market sales 
articles of their company and other companies to let the custom r to view. 
The disadvantages about this web-site are that they don· t prov id a log-in system 
or member authorization for the customers to do the designing and payment transaction. 
This web-site also less choices for the customers to chaos for designing their bu ine 
card. The arrangement of their menu in the w b- it i m r complicated. It is quite 
hard to find the menu that the customers want and quite hard to understand. 
To overcome these problems, our new online busines card pr vide the log-in 
system to the customers during do the designing and payment tran acti n. e id that 
this new online system al o provides many choic for the cu t m id 
that, more imple arrangement f the menu in the we ite will pr id t th 
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Figure 2.2 iPrin.com 
iPrint.com is a personal online printing service open 24/7 t give the m r 
low price custom printing delivered t their d or tep in ju t day . iPrint. m nlin · 
printing service offers 70 differ nt product with a variety f d ign u in 
cards, stationery, postcard , Po t-it Notes ann unc merit invit ti n ru r tamp 
address labels signs, banners, mugs mouse pads and appar l ar ju t a f v ur it m . 
Besides that, iPrint.com also provide the facilitie adding the cu t m r narn r 1 t 
any of them - or even creating their own logo from art on th ir it - i fa t and 
The advantage of thi web-site are pr viding many pr du t f r th m r t 
print which have two type: business product and cu t m r pr duct. It al 
days satisfacti n guarantee for the cu tomer . Thi we -sit ha pr id d th g-in 
sy tem fl r their customers during do the business transaction. It is mor s cure. They 
also provide the page Ji r the cust mer ' crvi cs and h w th h pping chart for the 










The disadvantages about these web-sites are too many products that provide for 
the customers. It is not so specify in one product. So the choices of business card for 
their customers to choose also very less. 
In the new online business card system, it is specific to de ign busines card only. 
It is to make the customers more easily when they serving this web-site. It is not 
complicated like the iPrint.com which this web-site only provid the designing and 
ordering the business card and not others products. This new online busin ss card can 
provide many choices for the customers to choo e. 
2.5.4 VistaPrint 
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offer small businesses and consumers a convenient, high-quality solution for graphic 
design services and full-color printing in small quantities, without the premium price. 
Advantage of VistaPrint is that provide many products of cards for the customers 
which divided into business products and consumer product. They provide log-in system 
for the customers. They also provide hopping chart for th cu tom rs to view. They 
also provide the help button for the customers to ask question and solution that they face. 
In their business card menu, they provide fr and premium business card for the 
customers. The customers also can upload th ir bu ine card. 
Disadvantage of VistaPrint is that they provide many products which also is too 
complex for the customers to search the card that they want. 
customers to choose. 
In this new system, specific products for the cu tomer pr vid d whi h ffer U1 
business card. Be ides that thi y tern can pr vid many ch ic fl r th rn r t 
e choic for th 
choose. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter is describes the literatur review of the exi ting impr 
this new system. It als de cribe about the World Wide We Int rn t th u ~ f th, 








Chapter 3: Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
Methodology can be defined as collection of procedure techniques tools and 
helping documentation. The purpose of methodology is to e cplore the processes of 
developing software and save the time in dev lopment syst m. ach m thodology has it 
own distinct objectives. 
3.2 System Development Phases 
Theoretically, software is developing i1  several levels which are call phases. All 
the phases will form a life cycle which is called ystem evelopment ife ycle. 
Overall, ystem Development Life ycle can be divided int six pha e . h i pha 
are planning phase, analyzing phase, design pha e coding pha exp rim nt pha e 
operation pha e and maintenance ha e. 
Figur 3.0: ystern Development ife ycl 
3.2.1 Requirement pccification 
The activities in tanning pha are t stabli h ~ cti s and n ds estimate 
sc pe sch dule plannin and ·stablish n ices ity f y t m and utput documentation. 










quality assurance plan, and the project plan and schedule, with a detailed listing of 
scheduled activities for the upcoming Requirements stage, and high level estimates of 
effort for the out stages. 
3.2.2 Requirement Analysis 
Requirements are identified by unique r quirement identifiers and, at minimum 
contain a requirement title and textual description. These r quirements are fully 
described in the primary dcliv rable for thi tage: the Requir rn nt ocum nt and the 
Requirements Traceability Matrix (RTM). In the requirement stage the RTM consi ts 
of a list of high-level requirements, or goals, by title with a li ting of a sociated 
requirements for each goal Ii ted by requirement title. The output f th requir ment 
definition stage include the r quir ments d cument the R M nd an updat d pr ~ t 
plan. 
3.2.3 System Design 
Design elements describe the desired softwar featur in d tail an g n rall 
include functional hierarchy diagrams, screen layout diagram tabl f bu in rule 
busine proces diagram p ud code and complet ntit -r lati n hi "th 
a full data dicti nary. Th outputs f the de ign stag ar th d ign d um nt an 
updated RTM and an updated project plan. 
3.2.4 I) ivelupm •nl 
Tho dev Iopmcnt to c tak ·s a it' primary input the d ign 1 ment described in 









dialogs, and data management forms, data reporting formats, and specialized procedures 
and functions. The R TM will be updated to show that each developed artifact is linked to 
a specific design element, and that each developed artifact has one or more corresponding 
test case items. 
3.2.5 System Testing 
ystcm testing pha c is to evaluate the s tern' actual functionalit .. in rclati n t 
expected or intended functionality. During the int gration and test tag the software 
artifacts, online help, and test data are migrated from the development environment to a 
separate test environment. The final reference data (or links to r ference data ourc file ) 
and production user list are compiled into the Pr duction Initiation Plan. 
3.2.6 Operation and Maintcnanc ' 
01 oration and maintenance pha c is the pha thnt d pl s s )It\\ ar int) 
production and maintains the hole sys tern during I irati n t a iid failure I' th' 
. y tern. 
3.3 Paradigm of ystcm Development 
Paradigm f yst m development i ref rr d t ov rall ft ar 
process. ach paradigm f software development will content ral pha . E h ph 
have it wn bjectivc. I· r example analyzing pha e in paradigm wat rfall will ont nt 
th jcctivc that is well icfincd t f th u r . h r ar se ral 
paradigrns which urc w it xIall m dol, v rn I 1 wat srfall with r t typing model and 









3.3.1 Waterfall Model 
After each step is finished, the methodology proceeds to the next step just as 
builders don't revise the foundation of a house after the framing ha b n r ct d. One 
source of difficulty is that the number of dependencies among th artifacts (outputs) of 
the various steps is surprisingly high, much higher in a typical software project than in a 
typical building project. 
In old style (CMM) proces e architcctur and design prec d d coding usually 
by separate people in a separate process step. Although the 1 son that the waterfall 
model doesn't work very well is known among software engineer that le on m 1 t 
on many managers or executives. Perhap the waterfall m del appeal manager 
because it seems to alJow one to plan and carry out a ftwar pr [c t a pr di tab! a 
one might plan and build a hou 
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1 hnngod '------ 
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Advantages of Waterfall Model: 1) Testing is inherent to every phase of the 
waterfall model; 2) It is an enforced disciplined approach and; 3) It is documentation 
driven, that is, documentation is produced at every stage. 
Disadvantages of Waterfall Model are: 1) It only incorporates iteration indirectly 
thus changes may cause considerable confusion as the project progresses; 2) As The 
client usually only has a vague idea of exactly what is r quir d from the software 
product, this WM has difficulty accommodating the natural unc rtainty that exists at the 
beginning of the project and; 3) The customer only ee a working version of th pr duct 
after it has been coded. This may result in disa ter any undetected problem ar 
precipitated to this stage. 
3.3.2 V Model 
'V' shape model describes about the process about the c n tru ting th appli ti n 
at a time all the Analyzing de igning coding and te ting will b 
coding finishes it'll go to tester to test for bugs if we g t K fl rm t t · r v an 
immediately start coding after coding again send to test r he'll ch k fl r B 
send back to programmer then the pr grammer can fini h up b 




o Development Process 
The development pr cos f r a sy Lem i traditi nally a a Wat rfall Model here 









in a process have to be completed, before the next step starts, or that prior steps will 
not have to be revisited later in development. 
o Business Case 
The first step in development is a business investigation fl llowed by a "Business 
Case" produced by the customer for a system. This outlines a new system or change 
to an existing system, which it is anticipated will deliver business benefits and 
outlines the costs expected when devel ping and running the sy tern. 
o Requirements 
The next broad step is to define a set of "Requirements" which i a tat m nt by th 
customer of what the sy tern hall achieve in order to me t th ne d. h in Iv 
both functional and non-functi nal requirement . 
o System Specification 
"Requirements" are then passed to dev l pers wh pr due 
Specification". Thi changes the focus from what the system hall a hi it 
will achieve it by defining it in computer term taking int a unt b th fun ti nel 
and non-functional requirements. 
o ystem Design 
thcr devel pers pr duce a '' y tern sign" fr m th ification". This 










relationships between these components. The whole design should result in a detailed 
system design that will achieve what is required by the "System Specification". 
o Component Design 
Each component then has a "Component Design" which d crib in detail exactly 
how it will perform its piece of proce sing. 
o Component Construction 
Finally each component is built, and then is ready for the t st process. 
o Unit Testing 
Unit Test are made to validate the code written again t the r quir rn nt and d ign. 
"Unit " are identified which may b at the functi n I ub-r utin I I. · nit T tin 
stubs are made to test the functionality of e ch unit. hi t t lan i r 
the "Units" to be tested to form the Unit Test report cont ining th r ults f thi 
phase. 
o Integration Testing 
he lntegrati n te t i devel ped t te t th int grati n f u -m ul . Th 
integration t t is developed to cover all functional r quir m n f th ftv ar 










o System Testing 
The System Integration Test is executed on a target system or a prototype. The 
System Integration results in the final software system that can go for factory testing. 
o Acceptance Testing 
At the end of each phase a deliverable is identified and produced. For e.g. at the nd 
of high-level design phase a high-I.eve! document will b generat d. Th 
functionality and availability of the system is recogniz d and r ady to be in marketed. 
Acceptance te~tiug 
System testing 
I Unit te~1111g l 
~__... 
Code 
Figure 3.2: V-Model 
3.3.3 piral Model 
The original spiral model [Boehm 1988) uses a cyclic appr a h t d 
increasingly detailed elab rati n f a ftwarc ystem definition culminating in 
incremental relca cs f the sy 'tern s pcrati nal apability. ach le in olv s four 
main uctivitie : 1) .:,h rate th sy 'l im r u yst m s pr duct and process objecti es 
c 
11 









and constraints. Identify and resolve major sources of product and process risk; 3) 
Elaborate the definition of the product and process and; 4) Plan the next cycle and update 
the life-cycle plan, including partition of the system into subsystems to be addressed in 
parallel cycles. 
The Spiral Model resolves this difficulty by adding thr activities to the front of 
each spiral cycle: 1) Identify the system or subsy tem s key stak holders; 2) Identify the 
stakeholders' win conditions for the system or subsystem and; 3) Negotiate 
reconciliations of the stakeholders' win conditions. 
1. Identify next-level 
Stakeholders 
3. Reconcile win condi llons 
·st bli sh next level 
7. Review, commitment 
6. Valid to product 
ond proceu 
dc6nitions product and process • 
including partitions 
igur 3.3: piral Model 
3.3.4 Waterfall with prototyping Model 
Each build mu t be tc ta le. oth f th waterfall m d I an pr t t ping mod l 
are parate in uild. ecause product can be intr due d int th client's organization 
gradually. The gradual intr ducti n f the pr duct vi th w terfall with prototyping 










are natural to the waterfall with prototyping model, whereas change can be a threat when 
products are developed and introduced in one large step. 
Client can stop development at any time. The flexibility of the waterfall with 
prototyping model gives it a major advantage over the waterfall and rapid prototyping 
models. However, if the product is broken into too few build then th wat rfall with 
prototyping model degenerates into the Build-and-fix approach. 
Advantages of waterfall with prototyping model ar : 1) lev 1 of system 
development can be establish easily, 2) easy t separate one lev 1 from th other 3) 
estimate the activities that need to be execute in system development 4) prototyping is 
used to monitor each level, 5) the used of validation is to en ure that the ystem ill 
implement all the need , 6) the need of verification te ting i t en ure ach functi n will 
execute correctly. 









For each build: 
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3.3.5 Prototyping Model 
A prototyping model is a working model that is functionally equivalent to a subset 
of the product. The developer first builds prototype, and let client and users experiment. 
In the waterfall model, implementation of design sometimes 1 ads to design faults 
coming to light. In specification, planning and design v rification is needed. In 
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Figure 3.5: Prototyping Model 
3.4 The Model That Have Chosen 
The m del that I have chosen for dev loping thi y t m wat rfall with 
pr totyping m del. 
Waterfall with pr totyping m d I ha giv the s luti n which prototyping is for 
r quir .m nt h 'C ind waterfall is f r rest f the lif ycle. Waterfall model is a 










depicts a Sequential, Linear Flow (Relationship) among the phases. Waterfall model is 
characterized by feedback loops and documentation. Advantages of waterfall model are 
documentation and processes of maintenance easier. Prototyping methodology that starts 
with analyzing the purpose and the nature of the prototype and building a solution based 
on a spiral model. The project shall iterate through th pha s a specified below 
building one or more components at a time. Which provide: 1) Planning, 2) Risk 
Analysis, 3) Engineering and 4) Customer Acceptance. Each of the processes of the 
phase in waterfall model will be check by prototype the alr ady develop d. If hav error 
or bug, the processes of the phase will rebuild and correct the failur of th system during 
development. It can save the expenses. 
Waterfall with prototyping model have everal advantag : 1) I v l f y t m 
development can be establi h ea ily, 2) ea y to eparate ne I vel fr m th thcr ) 
e timate the activitie that need t be execute in sy tern devel pment 4 pr 
used to monitor each level, 5) the used of validation i t t m will 
implement all the needs, 6) the need of verification te ting i t en ur a h fun ti n will 
execute correctly. 
3.5 Summary 
Thi chapter is de cribes the method I gy f r d vel ping thi pr ~ t. 
that, it al describe the others methodology to make the re ornm ndati n ti r thi 
project. It al de cribe the pha e in helping the dev lopm nt of proj ct and also 










Chapter 4: System Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
A complete understanding of software requirements is essential to the success of a 
software development effort. The requirement analysis task is a process of discovery 
refinement, modeling and specification. With requirement analy i y tern engineer is 
able to specify software function and performance indicate oftware's interface with 
other system elements and establish constraints that software must met. 
4.2 Analysis Procedures 
The process of analysis involves the following procedures: 1) Probl m 
identification; 2) valuation and ynthe i · 3) Modeling and· 4) p cificati n. 
4.2.1 Problem Identification 
Bef re a newsy tern can be uilt, we mu t identify the pr blcm that n d t 
solved in order to ensure the ucces of thi pr ject. or nlin bu in th 
problem is how to store, retrieve and manage a large am and w rd 
sentiments in a database sy tern in an cffectiv and fficient way. In a diti n l an th r 
problem would be t determine how to improve the performance f th 
tran mitting large image file . 
4.2.2 ~valuation and ynthcsis 
In thi · stag , analysis f the pr bl m nc 'dS t d n b di i ing th pr bl m 
int smaller parts s that the pr blem will be easier t be underst od and sol d. The 
f II wing problem' are the few example 
c nsid r ·d: I What kind rd uu asc used t 
th r luti nut .BM r bj ·ct ricnt d 
f syst m requir m nts that must be 
r lhc image and ntiment ?· 2 Using 










stored in the database system?; 4) How to index the images and sentiments? and; 5) What 
are he most appropriate tools and technology to be used in building the web site? 
4.2.3. Modeling 
We create models to gain a better understanding of the actual entity to be built. 
The models focuses on what the system must do usually a graphical notation (such as 
DFD) is used to depict information, processing system behavior and other characteristic. 
4.2.4 Specification 
The requirement specification is a complete listing that defines what the system 
should do; it will be used in the system design and system testing. 
4.3 Requirement Analysi 
Requirement analysis covers the areas f functi nal and n n-f uncti nal 
requirement of nline u m ard pr jcct. The requirement an be 
categorizes to the general u r cti n and the admini trator ti 
will try to give out clear picture on how the user interface i g ing t be. 
th ti n 
th 
non-functional requirement will discuss the system's constraint along with th tandar 
the system mu t meet. 
4.3.1 Functional Requirement 
Functi nal requir ment is a functions or characteristics xp ct d u r fl r th 
y tem. It i a com inati n fall the main modules of Online Business Card which are 
made to c mmunicate internally r c ternally. · he syst m u r i di id d into two 










administrator. The functional requirements for the system are divided into a few modules 
as follow: 
4.3.1.J System User 
•!• Image (Static Graphic) 
One feature that makes up Online Business Card is an images. User can select any 
image desired by making a query with the search function provided. This search 
allows the user to type in a word or phrase and the system will search for the 
existence in the database whereby the database will display a few images prior to 
user's request and description. Any images that are loaded into the image area can be 
shaped to fit the empty working sheet. 
•!• Sentiments 
A sentiment will be a great feature fl r bu ine card . r nlin ard 
user can also select a variety word sentirn nts provid d by making qu r th 
database. After the sentiment have been cho en the text pr perti tabl will 
activated. Then user can select the fonts and ch os th d ir d I r r th 
sentiment. The sentiments will then be loaded into the sentim nts ar a t mak up a 
full version of user's wn creati n of busine ard. 
On the screen al ng the selecti n imag and ntim nt th re wiJI al o b a l t 
c I r button f r user to choo e a backgr und c I r f th usiness card. Upon 
selecting the butt n, a c I r palate will app ar where u er can sel ct the color they 









•!• Upload Image 
To upload the customer desire image for their business card. The customer can 
upload the picture that their desire for developing and creating the business card. 
4.3.1.2 System Administrator 
•!• Authentication and Authorization 
An authentication module is to ensure that only administrators (authorized users) can 
have access to the system. They are required to submit their identification and 
password for authentication purposes. Mor over, the administrator are able to 
perform the maintenance tasks such as add update and delete the e isting records in 
the database system. 
4.3.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non-functional requirements are the con traint under which a y t m mu t crate an 
the standard that must be meet by the deliver d system. Thi 1 a 
requirement or constraints describe a restriction on th system th limit f r 
constructing a solution to the problem. The e c nstraint u ually n rr w my n f 
language, platform, or implementation techniques r tool . 
•:• Reliability 
Thi sy tern h uld be rcliabl which me ns that it docs n t r du 










Efficiency in a computer technology means a procedure that can be called or accessed 
in an unlimited numbers of times to produce similar outcomes or output at a 
creditable speed. 
•!• Maintainability 
A product is maintainability if the programs are easily to modify and tst when 
updating to meet new requirement, correcting errors or more to a different computer 
system. 
•!• Understandability 
Understandability in terms of the coding method used, allow other pr grarnm r t 
understand the logic of the program flows. Thus, chang can be mad ea ily up n 
the necessary program egrnent without modifying th r ntial I f the 
program. Simple and clear sentences or instruction are di play d 
use the system without difficulty. 
•!• Robustness 
This requirement is referring to the ability of the Online bu ine ard t 
operation in spite f unexpected problems. nline busin ss card is ab! t d t 
in the user input by having a validation fl r the input field in the Ii nt 
sent t the s rver. Therefore it would be m r r bust t u r rr r. 
ntinuc 
•!• User-friendly 
The u 'er int rface f r thi w ·b sit' sh uld n t t er wd that it w uld not confuse 










clear set of steps-by-steps instructions from choosing a layout preformed to the print 
instruction. A suitable button such as preview and edit button also must be set before 
user finally detected t print the card. 
4.4 Tools and Technology Considered 
This section will identify the suitable programming languages development tools, server, 
database system and implementation platform that are us d to develop the Online 
business card system. An analysis has been done in making the decision and after much 
consideration, I have chosen this project are easy to develop and deploy and also a y 
integration with the latest emerging technologies. 
•!• Platform : Windows XP 
There are reasons why I have decided to adapt Window XP a my p rating y tern 
in developing this Online Bu ine s ard y t rn. Fir t fall it wa built a n , t 
version of Windows 98 so the feature is improved. As the y t m admini trt t r day- 
to-day maintains is easier with Windows XP. I can learn t manag 
Windows console much more quickly than I can learn with Wind v 
the easier delegation, a more consistent user interface and impl 
b au f 
int grat 
tool provided in Windows XP erver. Furtherrn r with Wind PI n leam 
reduce time it takes to create new web ites whil r ducing th lik h d f rr r. A 
a conclusion the improvement of Window XP rnak it a platf rm that i 
depl y configure and use. 
•!• Application Development Too : Microsoft Vi uni Ba ic.Net 
An r comparing A 1 .N t with ther applicati ns l find that A P.Net is the most 








tool for creating dynamic web pages. Among the benefits of ASP .Net applications 
include its ability to have a complete integration with HTML file and also it is easy to 
create, deploy data, validate user input and upload files. Furthermore, ASP.Net 
application can work in all browsers including Netscape, Microsoft Internet Explorer 
and Opera. I am sure that creating a web site will not be a difficult work for me for 
the future 
•!• Webpage Scripting: ASP.Net (Visual Basic) 
The main reason for me to choose this scripting language is becaus it i th default 
language of ASP.Net. VBScript was created to use a a client-server side and as a 
server-side scripting language. It is use t create the storage and management of the 
images and sentiments that stored in the database system. 
•!• Web Application Language: HTML 
Basically HTML is the simplest and easy to learn language with a mall numb r 
commands, which is very useful for me ince I've never had n , p ri n 111 
developing a web site before. It is a special authoring languag u d t d fin h 
text and graphics appear on a web page and how diffi r nt docum nt and w b 
resources are linked. My project demand av ry high pr :fil 
as attractive user interface in order to attract more us r t na 
ut a 11 
and 
so I cho e HTM because it is just the right language t h I m g t tart d in 










•:• Web-Server : Internet Information Services 5.0 (IIS) 
To run the database system in the Online Business Card system, I have install the IIS 
software. US software needed to operate and linked the web page with the database 
system in this Online Business Card system. 
•:• Database Management System : Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Due to the Jack of experience of developing a database even during my period of 
industrial training, I have to do a lot of research to determine which database 
management system that suits my purpose. And o I finally d cided that Microsoft 
SQL Server 2000 is just the right choice for my Online Business Card y tem project. 
SQL Server 2000 was chosen becau e it i the be t dstaba luti n t be u ed with 
Windows XP server. Plus, it can handle a large am unt f data which u ful f r m 
since my system involve a lot of images and entiments. 
4.5 Summary 
This chapter of system analysis describes the functional and n n - uncti nal r quir m nt 
of the Online Business ard ystem project. umrnary of the ftwar an 
used to devel p the ystem and the r as n f r u ing tho e r du l w r 
this chapter. The functi nal and non-functi nal r quir men ar 










Chapter 5: System Design 
5.1 Introduction 
Design is the creative process of transforming the problem into a solution. And 
this definition can be related to system design, which is a process through which 
requirements are translated into a repr sentation of oftwar . Modularity is a 
characteristic of a good design. The component has a clearly defined inputs and outputs. 
And each component has a clearly stated purpose. Thus to design a system is to 
determine a set of components and inter-comp nent interface that atisfy a specific set 
of requirement. The design of online business card has considers the following issues: 1) 
System functionality design; 2) Database design and 3) Int rface design. 
5.2 System Functionality Design 
System functionality de ign is ba cd 
chapter. It i tran late the y tern requirement into y tern functi nality, Thi d ign 
focuses on the system structure. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, online business card i di ided int tv 
main sections, which are the general user secti n and adrninistrati n ti n. 
the functionality of this ystem i al o divided into two main portion a 
Th picture at the bel w sh w i the general functi nality of th at r I \J ill 













General User Administrator 
Functionality Functionality 
Figure 5.0: Online Business Card System Structur Diagram 
5.2.1 General User Functionality 
The general user functionality is divided into two main module which are the 
start from scratch option and secondly the use ready-made template pti n. F r the start 
from scratch option, user is given a blank worksheet and it up to hem t ch 0 e 
whatever images and sentiments they want to make up a bu ine card. he u al an 
choose any background images they intended f r the card. he fl nt and f r 
sentiments can be selected after they have decided in which entirn nt th y nt. 
Second module is use ready-made template. For this rn du! u r ju t ha 
select any template they desire and they can add a sentim nt or edit th ba kgr und 
images of the template according to their taste. 
After all steps have been taken to mak a card th n user can pr vi w th m imp} 
by clicking the print pr view button provided. And aft r th y hav ati fi d with th ir 





























5.2.2 Administrative Functionality 
Figure 5.1: User Functionality Structure Diagram 
databa c. 
tasks uch as add updat and delete the cxi ling r c rd 
As for the adrnini trative functionality only th adrnini trat r i gi n p rmi i n 
to have acce s to the y tem. But first they ar requir d t ubmit th ir id ntifi ati n and 
password for authentication pm-pose. Then they are able to p rform th maintenance 
yst m. 









•!• Update/modify image -> this allow the administrator to modify the detail of 
the image and sentiment. 
•!• Delete image -> this allow the administrator to delete the images and 
sentiment in the database. 
Besides that, the administrator functionality also provide th authentication 
system in the online business card system. The administrator have to login before can 
enter the system to add, update or delete the details in the database. 
Administrator 
Admin Id ~ Login f---+ Pa word ror- - 
Maintenance 
Ir Ir ,, 
Add Update let 
Figure 5.2: Administrator Functionality Structur iagram 
The previous two diagrams how the main section that mak up nlin u in' 
Card. And the diagram below how the overall detailed functi nal d ign f th 
























Edit Color Select 
Sentiment 
Add 
Figure 5.3: Overall y tem Structur Diagram f r nline u in ard 
5.2.3 Data Flow Diagram 
Data flow diagram ( FD) i a graphical technique that nabl an I t t d pi t 
information flow in an information system. lt shows how the data fl w int th 
how they are transformed and how they leave the system. DFD pro id s a m 
for functional modeling as well as information flow modeling. Th m n nt 
DFD consist of the following items shown in this table. 
Symbol omponent 
A p rson group 
d partrn nt or oth r system 
that a I to s nd and recei e 










Process Data transfer. 
/ ' 
\. 
Data store Data repository that allow 
I I addition and data access. 
Data flow Data flow from one process 
.. to another. 
Table 5.0: Data flow diagram 
Four main activities: 
• Analysis: DFD is used to determine requirements of user . 
• Design: DFD is used to map out plan and illustrate lution t anal t and u r 
while designing a new system. 
• Communication: One of the strength of DFD is it simplicity and ea e t 
under tand to analysts and user ; 
• Documents: DFD is used to provide pecial descripti n f r quir m nts and 
system design. F provide an overview f key functi nal comp n nts f th 
system but it does not provide any detail on these components. We have to use 
other t ol like databa c dicti nary pr p cificati n t g t an id a of which 
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5.3 Database Design 
Online business card database is a relational database. Microsoft SQL was 
selected to develop the database system because it can support a large amount of data 
especially in this case which involves a lot of images. Besides that ASP.net provides 
ActiveX Data Object (ADO) and Advance Data Conn ctor (ADC) database support to 
SQL. Active Data Object (ADO) enables developer to write a client application to access 
and manipulate data in a database server for which an open Database Connectivity 
(ODBC) driver is available. ADO's primary benefit are ase of use high speed low 
memory overhead, and a small disk footprint. 
5.3.1 Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary is a data about data or also called rnetadata whi h i a d tail 
description of data in a database. Data dictionary i u ed to c llect c mpil and arrang 
certain facts of the sy t m including the content fall the entiti pro ... .._ •. ,,.,<~" data t rag 
and data flow. There arc orne advantages of data dictionary: 1) All th d t gath r d 
and stored centralJy. So, it is easier to have control on the organization our data· 2 
The meaning of the data can be defined clearly so that user will understand th u age and 
essential of the data; 3) The communication b tween u er b com e i r b au f th' 
clearer defined data; 4) Inconsi tency and data delay can be trac d and a oid d an · 5 
Every single change to the database tructure can be r corded imrn diat ly. 
Below are the table used in nline Business ard database. 
Image table 
Field Nam atn type c cripti n 










Fname Varchar Image name 
Category Varchar Category of the image 
Description Varchar Description of the image 
Filename Varchar Filename of the image 
Img Image Binary image 
Table 5.1: This table contains all images information. The primary key is Img_id. 
Sentiment table 
Field Name Data type Description 
Snt id Int The unique sentiment ID 
Fname Varchar entiment name 
Category Varchar at gory f the entim nt 
Description Varchar De cripti n f the entim nt 
Filename Varchar Fil narn f th ntiment 
Snt Varchar entiment 
Table 5.2: Thi table contains all sentiment's information. he primary ke nt id. 
Customer table 
Filed Name Data type 
Int User id 














5.3.2 Entity-Relationship Modeling 
Entity-relationship modeling is an established methodology for determining the 
structure of database. Along with it come entity-relationship diagrams which are used to 
illustrate the hierarchy of entities and properties within a database. The following is a 
high level overview of the steps in the entity-relationship model: 
• Identify discrete entities - will correspond roughly with the tables in the database, 
when it's finished 
• Identify the properties of those entities - this step is nece sary after the entities 
have been identified 
• Identify the relationships between the entities - there are thr e type of data 
relationships than can exist one-to-one (exi t when n it m i functi nality 
dependent on another), one-to-many (occur when one entity can c rr p nd t 
several occurrences of the other entity) and many-to-many (i bit m r 
because many entities can included). 
mpl ' 
Template Adrnini trat r 
U er l'v 
cratch 










5.4 Interface Design 
User interface plays a very important role in determining the quality of an 
information system. User interface is the component of the system that communicates 
with the users. Therefore, the input data collected from the uses and output data 
generates for the users depend on a well designed user interfac . The interface design 
should meet the objectiveness, accuracy, ease of use, consistency simplicity and 
attractiveness. All of these objectives are attainable though the use of basic design 
principle, knowledge of what is needed as input fl r the system, and an understanding of 
how the user should respond to different elements in the forms and servers. There are 
three main categories of guidelines that are taken into consideration and they are the 
general interaction, information display and data input. 
5.4.1 General Interaction 
Guidelines for general interaction ften r the b undary int inf rmati n 
display, data entry and overall Below are the guidelin fi r n rat 
interaction. 
Guideline 
mmand input d ta 
display menu selection and rror m 
and placing f th c ntr l ~ ct that ar 
display d t u er . 




mi tak input from users. 
lh sh uld v rify and does 









error that might cause it fail. 
Request for verification on certain task This is important if a task is performed on 
certain functions that may be critical. For 
example, when the administrator 
delete/update any information a confirm 
a king for v rificati 11 i appr priat . 
Reduce memorization Interface should not n ed users to 
r rnemb r uch f the information. For 
exampl having pr p r and u eful 
m ag an r mind th u r of th ir 
current tatu . 
Help facilities H Ip in any appli 
imp rtant m dul that a r rv a a 
u ing th y t m. 
Table 5.4: Table of the uidelin fi r n ral Int ra ti n 
5.4.2 Information Display 
Information di play i an important i u . Th mi pl mg f inf rm ti n m 
confuse the user and lead to misconception on the r ult . h f II ing guid Jin 
focus on information display: 1) isplay inf rmati n that i 
2) c a pre ntati n f rrnat that i ea y t und r tand; 3 U 
abbr viati n and pr dictable c I r: 4) Pr vid m aningful rr r m an · 
nt t urr nt nt t· 
mments that arc n t n ceded in c rtain c nt t h uld d 









5.4.3 Data Input 
The user speeds much of the time doing data input especially in an information .. 
retrieval system. The following guidelines focus on data input: 1) Minimize the number 
of input actions required of the user. The main objective of this is to reduce keyboard 
typing by users and try as much as possible to use the mouse to select predefined sets of 
inputs (or results); 2) Maintain consistency between information display and data input 
and; 3) Allow the user to control the interactive flow. 
5.4.4 User Interfaces Design of Online Business Card 
The following show the issues that taken into consideration during the u er 
interface of Online Business Card: 1) A consistent format for menu di play dat di play 
and format. User can select same menu from any page; 2) When a user an invalid data 
an error message will quickly be pop up; 3) Some commands are deactivated if th y ar 
not needed, such as the fonts and color selection for sentiments only will be a tivated if 
the sentiment has been chosen; 4) The instructions of creating a card mu t b 
enough so that user will not be having any problem during the creation proce s and: 5) 
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5.5 Summary 
The Online Business Card can be describing in more detail 111 F and ntity 
relationship diagram. The diagrams are used for showing how the data flow f th 
system using the system architecture design, which is three-tier architecture. Th 
can be more understood by the users by looking at DFD. All processes can be described 
in more detail in the diagram. The importance of the DFD cannot be ignor d a thr ugh 
the diagram, the system can be described in detail. The data dictionary is us d for 
describing the data types used in developing the system. The entity r lati n hip diagram 
will show the relationship of the data using in databa e. It is c ncerned with th flow of 
data in the system. Therefore, the data dictionary and entity relati n hip diagrams ar 










Chapter 6: System Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
The process of assuring that the information system is operational and then 
allowing users to take over its operation is called system implementation. System 
implementation is further defined as the construction of a new system and th delivery of 
that system into production in a day-today operation. It involves coding step that 
translates a detailed design representation of software into a program language 
realization. System implementation implements the various components of the system 
based on the collected requirements, where the design is translated into a machine- 
readable form. 
During implementation, all functionality planned in design pha ed i checked. It 
should be able to process the correct data and produce accurate information to end-u er . 
Any problem or malfunction occurred is revised carefully and fixed ace rdingly. 
6.2 Development Environment 
The development environment is crucial for the completeness and successfuln 
of any computer system. Development environment plays a major role in d t rmining 
the speed of developing the system. During development, the weaknes e will be notic d 
and improved, while the errors found will be removed. 
Using suitable hardware and software will help to peed up y tern d l pm nt. 
Thus, the hardware and software are carefully considered to facilitate the development of 
Online Business ard System. ystem devel prncnt c n ists f the u ed f d v lopment 










6.2.1 Development Tools 
6.2.1.1 Hardware Requirements 
The following hardware specifications are required to develop Online Business Card: 1) 
Processor: 2.4GHz Pentium 4 Processor; 2) Memory: 512 MB RAM; 3) Hard Disk: 80 
GB hard disk; 4) CD-ROM drive: 1.44 MB Floppy Drive; 5) Input Device: Mouse, 
keyboard, scanner, pen-drive and disk drive and; 6) Output device: Print rand monitor. 
6.2.1.2 Software Requirements 
The following software specifications have been used to develop Online Business Card: 
1) Operating System: Microsoft Windows XP; 2) Web technology: Micrornedia 
Dreamweaver MX 2004; 3) Server-side Scripting Language: PHP· 4) ata a 
Management System: MySQL 5.0; 5) Web Development Tool: Micromedia 
Dreamweaver MX2004 and; 6) Interface Design T ol: Mier m dia r amw a r 
MX2004. 
6.2.2 Methodology 
This project is developed using the waterfall with prototyping appr ach. Th 
development of this project consists of six stages, which are requirement specification 
design, testing, maintaining and retired. The system is design using I gical flow and it 
allows the estimation of the milestones. ach stage must e to 
the next stage to ensure that the system is built according to the r quir m nt and 
specification. But in the testing phase, we can rebuild the y t m by testing then 










6.2.3 System Coding 
System coding is a set of instruction written in order to enable the code to be executed 
and perform the required functionality. A good and well-managed program coding will 
enhance the readability of the whole program. In addition, it provides an easy 
understanding to the program flow especially for those programs with high degree of 
complexity. 
6.2.3.1 Coding Approach 
Some of the approaches used in the coding development are listed as below: 
• Readability 
Code document is important to ease the readability of a system. It begins with th 
selection of identifier (such as variables and labels) names and continue with th 
composition and organizing the whole program. 
• Naming Technique 
This is good and meaningful technique of variables, controls and module th t 
provide easy identification for the program. The naming convention is creat d with 
the consistency and standardization in coding. 
• Internal Documentation 
This provides a clear guideline to developers and readers about the functi n f a 
particular source code in the program. Therefore, comment pr vide th d v lo r 
with the means of communication with other readers of the s urce code. Th 
statement of the module and descriptive c mrnent are mbedded within th b dy of 











The main purpose of modularity is to reduce complexity of system and to facilitate 
the developer to implement the system by encouraging parallel development of 
" 
different parts of the system. With the approach of modularity, developer can 
implement all modules at the same time and does not have to wait for a particular 
module to complete before going into another module. 
6.2.3.2 Coding Style 
Coding style is an important component of the source code and it determines the 
intelligibility of a program. An easy t read source code makes the system easier to be 
maintained and enhanced in future. Listed below are some of the coding style used 
during the coding phase of this project: 
• Selection of meaningful identifier names (variables, forms label image and 
pictures). 
• Description and an appropriate comment written in the source cod to make it 
easier for readers to understand the source code. 
• Indentation of codes will increase the readability of the program and for a n arer 
look. 
• Meaningful and understandable function and method declaration. 
• Keep all complex statements as simple as possible to avoid c nfu ion. 
6.3 Project Development 
After defining all the hardware and s ftware requirement f r implem nting this pr j ct 
it's time t c n cntrat n the development pr cc that inv Iv d tiviti and r suits of 










translated into the form that can be understood by the machine. There are three steps 
involved, which are data preparation, database connection and coding for each function. 
But before I explain more on these three steps, I would like to explain about a few 
changes that have to be made during this implementation phase. 
6.3.1 New Software Requirements 
During the implementation of Online Business Card, I have encounter a few problems 
regarding the software requirements chosen as mentioned in Chapter 4: System Analysis. 
Due to certain constraint and new discovery of better way to conduct my project, I have 
decided to change my requirements as stated below: 
• MySQL Server and Apache Web Server 
Instead of using Microsoft SQL Server 7.0, I have decided to use My Q server. 
This is because all the data and images required for my project can put int a 
folder and can be access by MySQL server. The SQL syntax i used to r tri v and 
update data in a database. I will explain more on this in the next section. 
• Micromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 
Secondly, I have change from Visual Basic to Dreamweaver MX to dev 1 p thi 
Online Business Card project. This is because it is ea ier to er ate a w b- it which I 
can drag the menu, can insert the java script function inside it. 
• PHP Web Scripting Language 
Thirdly, I have used the PHP as my web scripting language. It i b cau e on any 
environment includes inux, olaris, BSD, and Microsoft Wind w environment which 
that PHP and the My QL can supports. Besides that, PHP it i widely u ed language by 
others big c mpanie . I can get the pen- ur e ju t n the we - ite. e ide that, it 










• Apache Web Server 
Fourthly, l have change the IIS server to Apache web server. This is because the Apache 
web server is to run the PHP scripting language. So I have to stop the US server and run 
the Apache web server. 
6.3.2 Data Preparation 
Before developing this project, all of the data involved must be first collected. As for my 
Online Business Card project, the main feature of my project is the images used to create 
business card so important thing to do is to look for the images that are suitable for making 
the business cards. There is a lot of web sites that offer free images for p rsonnel used. 
There's no problem for me to find the right images for my project. Next each of the image 
is saved in a folder which is named as "Image" folder. 
6.3.3 Database Connection 
The SQL syntax is the common standard for accessing database uch a L er er 
Microsoft Access, and also included MySQL server.' Knowledge of Q yntax in My L 
is invaluable for anyone wanting to store or retrieve data from a database. Apart from that 
SQL syntax in MySQL server also can delete and update records in a databa e. It i th tirn 
engine for interacting records in a database on the web. 
In this application, SQL syntax is used to store, retrieve del te and update data in 
MySQL server database. There are thirty four type f table have created for nline 
Business Card which includes the tables for administrator picture upload p cial 
notification, customer and many more for the sub attributes. ernarne i u e t connect to 
the databa e server. An example u ernamc is 'my l_I '. Al need pa w rd which i u ed 










• Connect to database 
Set.conn =Server.CreateObject ("ADODB. Connection") 
Conn.Open "Card" 
• Select desired image 
Sql ="select* from pies where id =" &request.querystring ("id") & "" 
Set id= conn.execute(sql) 
• Boxex in the web 
<?php 
$info_ box_ contents = array(); 
$info_box_contents [] = array('text' => BOX_HEADTNG_JNFORMATION )· 
new infoBoxHeading ($info_ box_ contents , false, false); 
$info_box_contents =array(); 
$info_box_contents [] = array('text' =>'<a href="'. tep_href_link (FJLENAME_SHlPPING) 
. "'>'. 
BOX_INFORMATION_SHIPPING. '</a><br>'. 
'<a href="'. tep_href_link( FILENAME_PRJVACY). "'>'. 
BOX INFORMATION PRIVACY . '</a><br>' . 
'<a h~f="'. tep_href_lir;-k( FILENAME_CONOJTIONS). "'>'. 
BOX INFORMATION CONDITIONS. '</a><br>'. 
'<a h~f='". tep_href_lir;-k( FILENAME_CONTACT_US). '">'. 
BOX INFORMATION CONT ACT . '</a><br>' . 
'<a h~f="'. tep_href_li~( FILENAME_SITEMAP). "'>'. 
BOX _INFORMATION_ SITEMAP . '</a>'); 
new infoBox ($info box contents ); 
?> 
<ltd> 
6.3.4 Coding For Each Functions 
The technology used in implementing this project is Micromedia Dreamwea r 
MX. Dreamweaver MX is a Microsoft Technology for developing w b-sit whi h 
supported by PHP scripting language. Below are s veral a ic inf rrnati n about 
Micromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 in PHP scripting language: 
• It is just the arne as ITML file. 
• It al o can contain text, HTM and script . 










• An PHP file is the file extension ".php" . 
When a browser requests an PHP file, Apache web server ~d MySQL server passes 
the request to the Dreamweaver engine. The Dreamweaver engine read the PHP file, 
line-by-line and executes the scripts in the file. Finally, the PHP file is returned to the 
browser as plain HTML. 
Basically, there are few reasons that have encouraged me to adopt PHP for the 
implementation of my project. The ability and features of PHP file ar no longer 
questionable since it has been proven during this implementation phas of Online 
Business Card. Some of the reasons to adopt PHP are described as follow: 
• Dynamically edit, change or add any content of a web page. 
• Respond to user queries or data submitted from HTML forms. 
• Access any data or database and return results to a program. 
• Customize a web page to make it more useful for individual u er. 
• Provide security since the PHP code cannot be viewed from the brow r. 
• Since PHP file are returned as plain HTML, they can be view d in any brow r. 
6.3.4.1 PHP Scripting Language 
PHP scripting language is one of the languages of Micromedia rearnw a er. 
mentioned in Chapter 2: Literature Review, PHP scripting language i m re pr ci ly a 
"scripting environment", which can enhance HTML web page y making th m a ti 
as compared to a simple static display. When a PHP scripting language i in erting into a 
HTML document, the Internet browser will r ad the HTM and interpr t the PHP cript 










application developers, PHP script language may very well be the most important 
programming language. 
6.4 Summary 
This chapter describes the implementation of the system being developed. It 
begins with the introduction to the system implementation. System implementation 
implements the various components of the system based on the collected requirements, 
where the design is translated into a machine-readable form. 
Then, this chapter also describes the development environment and project of 
hardware and software requirements specification, methodology chosen and y tem 
coding styles. In the project development, it consists of the detailed of the new software 
requirement, data preparation, and database connection and coding. All of the code 










Chapter 7: System Testing 
7.1 Introduction 
System testing is a critical element of software quality assurance. It is required to 
ensure that the system is developed according to its specifications and in line with the 
users' requirements and expectations. Testing is not the first place where faults finding 
take place but it is focused on finding faults and errors. There are many ways to increase 
the effectiveness and efficiency of the testing efforts, which will be discussed later in this 
chapter. Failure of a system can be the results of several reasons: 
• The specification may be wrong of have missing requirement and do not state 
exactly what the customer needs. 
• The specification may contain a requirement that is impossible t implement by 
the given pre-described hardware, software and resources. 
• The system design phase may contain fault or error that carri d f rward t th 
implementation phase. 
• The program code may be wrong. Perhaps the algoritlun is implem nted 
improperly. 
Faults identification is the process of determining what fault cause th failur of 
the system. The fault correction or removal is the proce of making chang to the 
system so that the fault can be removed. 
7.2 Testing Objectives 
The reasons and objectives for performing extensive tests during th design and 










• Achieve high quality assurance such as completeness, accuracy, reliability and 
maintainability of the software program and its documentation. 
• Ensure that the system can perform its functions as expected. 
• Reduce cost in maintaining the system. 
• A method for detection and removal errors. 
7.3 Testing Technique 
The component of a system will be allowed to manipulate the data and the output 
will be observed. Thus, a wide range of inputs and conditions are chosen in order to test 
the particular component. A test pont or test case is a particular choice of input data to be 
used in testing program. 
7.3.l White Box Testing 
White box testing is a testing case design method that u es the contr tru turc f 
the procedural design to derive test cases. By using white box testing meth d th t t 
cases with the following characteristics can be driven: 
• Exercise all logical decision on their true or false side. 
• Exercise all loops at their boundaries and within their operational b unds. 
• Exercise internal data structure to ensure their validity. 
• Guarantee hat all independent parts within a module have been exercis d at I ast 
once. 
7.3.2 Black Box Testing 
Black b x t ting focuse n the functi nality re uirernent f the sy tern. It 










functional requirements for an application. Black box testing was not used as an 
alternative to white box testing technique rather than this technique is used 
complementary approach that is likely to uncover a different class of errors. Black box 
testing attempts to find errors in the following categories: 
• Incorrect or missing functions. 
• Interface errors. 
• Errors in data structures or external data access. 
• Performances access. 
• Initialization and termination errors. 
It also tests the functionality of the system in an ad hoc basic without knowing the logic 
structure of the code. Input is provided and output is verified manually to check for 
accuracy. 
7.4 Testing Strategy 
A strategy to test this system is actually a series of steps that are implemented 
sequentially. After a program is completely coded, it will be tested under unit te ting. 
Module testing will start when all the programs under a particular modul ha 
completely coded and tested under unit testing. The integration te ting is to r o r 
errors associated with interfacing when integrating all the modules. 
7.4.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing focuses on verification cff rt on the smallest c mp n nt f the y t m 










ensure that they operate correctly. The unit test is usually white box oriented and the step 
can be conducted in parallel for multiple components. 
The test that occurs as part of unit tests is illustrated schematically in Figure 7.0. 
The module interface is tested to ensure that information properly flows into and out of 
the program unit under test. The local data structure is examined to ensur that data 
stored temporarily maintains its integrity during all steps in an algorithm's execution. 
Boundary conditions are tested to ensure that the module operate properly at boundaries 
established to limit or restrict processing. All independent paths (basic path) are executed 
at least once. Finally, all error-handling paths are tested. 
Interface 
Local data structures 
Boundary condition 
Independent paths 
Error handling path 
Module 
Test Cases 
Figure 7.0: Unit Testing 
7.4.1.1 Unit Testing Example 
Steps Test Procedure xpected Outcome 
1 Click one desired image. The image is loaded and 
showed in next page. 
ust mized card i 
previewed. 
2 Choose any butt n 
cu tomize card. 
A new page wi 11 isplay 
c nfirrnati n f rdcr d 
card. 
3 










4 Customer registers as a A page for entering the The customers 
member. customer's detail appears. successfully register 
as new member. 
Table 7.0: Unit Testing Examples 
7.4.2 Control Object Testing 
All the menus are clicked to test their functionality and work stages are tested with 
the image and uploaded image are supported by this system, which are gif. 
7.4.3 Integration Testing 
Integration testing is a systematic technique for constructing the program tructure 
while at the same time conducting tests to uncover errors associated with interfacing. 
Testing a specific feature together with other newly developed feature i knowna 
integration testing. In order words, when the individual component ar working 
correctly and meet the objectives, these components are combined into a working y tern. 
In this system, a bottom-up approach has been used. Bottom-up integrati n t ting 
begins construction and testing with modules at the· lowest levels of the yst m and th n 
moving upward to the modules at the higher levels of the system. Regr ssion testing i 
the re-execution of some subset of tests that already been conducted that 
changes have not unintended side effects. It is the activity that help to en ur that 
change (due to testing or other reason) do not introduce unintend d behavior or additional 
errors. 
7.4.4 System Tcstin • 
System testing is a series of different tc ts designed t finally exerci e the ft ware 










integrated system and verify that it meets specified requirements. Although each test in 
this system has a difference, all work to verify that the system elements have been 
properly integrated and perform allocated functions. 
7.5 Summary 
This chapter is all about testing. These testing include unit testing control object 
testing, integration testing and system testing. 
Online Business Card has been tested and debugged effectively to achieve th 
objectives of the system. Through all the testing phases, it is easier to ensure the 
system's qualities and strengths. Debugging and fixing of the program can be done. The 
limitations of the system's functionalities can be found and improved. 
As a conclusion, testing phases is a very important phase in Online Bu ine ard 










Chapter 8: System Evaluation 
8.1 Introduction 
In the process of developing a system, various problems have been identified which 
some have been solved and some of them are yet to be discovered and overcome. These 
problems were solved through research and reference books. Besides that a lot of system 
analysis has been done on technological and programming concepts to grasp to concept 
of Internet programming. 
After all the designing and developing as well as implementing the Onlin Business 
Card, the end product of the project is brought up for evaluation. The system was 
evaluated to identify the strengths and the limitations of it. Besides that proposal and 
recommendations are made for the future enhancements of the system. 
8.2 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
• Difficulty in choosing a suitable development tools 
There are too many software tools that are available for dev loping nline 
Business Card. It is difficult to choose the most suitable technology and a tool wa 
critical process as all tools possesses their own strengths and weakn s . om t ol 
were even decided during the implementation process. Besides the availability of a 
technology, hardware and supporting software to support it 1 aming urv 
compatibility with the existence operating system and techn gi ar al the maj r 
consideration. 
In order to solve the problem, seeking advice and vi w from proj ct 
supervis r course-mate and ev n eni rs engaging in similar pr ~ t were carried 










books and Internet regarding the problems helped to solve the problem and choose 
the suitable tools were done before any decision was made. 
• Lack of knowledge in PHP 
Since there was no prior knowledge of PHP scripting language, there was an 
uncertainty on how to organize the codes. These programming languages and 
concepts were never familiar to me before and to implement such an application 
requires a fair group of the languages. These programming approaches seem to be 
totally different from other programming languages. Although it really cause a lot of 
time to learn this coding tool, but choosing to use PHP proved to be a wise move 
since it is one of the language for Microsoft Dreamweav r MX. Mo t of the 
problems faced were manageable through browsing the Internet for related mat rial 
and referring to the help function provided in the software. Di cus i n with fri nd 
especially course-mate using the same technology wa a great help. 
method was through trail and error during the coding phase. 
• Difficulty in defining the flow logic of the system 
This system is only based on the information gathered from refer nc books and 
ffi int 
Internet, as a result, the flow of the system is very hard to define. Thi 
merely following the flow logic based on my understanding of th r quir m nt an 
the important of ease of use. The image manipulation knowledge that I ha gain d 
from the lecture session also proves to be very useful to de ign the fl w. 
8.3 System Strengths 










The interface design of this system mostly was created using Microsoft Dreamweaver 
MX. It is designed to be as user-friendly as this system is rela~ively easy to learn and 
use. All the menus used to ease the user explore and try this system by themselves. 
An action is just a click away and the user just needs minimal knowledge of mouse 
and keyboard to use this system. 
• Support printing function for card 
Administrator will print the business card for the customers and send the cards to the 
customers. It is convenient the customers who don't hav their own printer. 
• Creating and designing business card 
Customers can create and design their own business card. They just have to choose 
the layout, font, images and color that they want and click the button to confirm their 
orders. 
• Upload picture 
The customers can upload the picture that they want besides just choo e the pi tur 
that already prepared for them. The customers can customize it and order it. 
8.4 System Constraints 
• No e-mail page 
In this system, I don't provide the e-mail function for the cu tomer . It mak th 
customer can't contact to the system administrator. 
• Less option of customization button 
In this system, I provide Jes custornizati n ystcm for the cust mer . It makes the 
cu torners difficult t create and de i n more creative lay ut f r the u in card. 










In this system, I don't provide the help button for the customers. It makes the 
customers having difficulty during creating and ordering the business card. This is 
because they don't have a guideline to use the system when they faced some 
difficulty. 
8.5 Future Enhancements 
System development is a dynamic process and changes must be expected. Due to limited 
resources, especially time, had caused me to miss or overlooks certain aspect of the 
system. However, after the development system has been completed and valuable 
advices and suggestions from my project supervisor and moderator I have identified 
certain important aspects that can be improved for future enhancement. The additi nal 
features that can be implemented in future are as followed: 
• Support variety of image format 
Since there are many types of images available nowadays, the system should be able 
to support all of it in order to provide unlimited types of image to u er. 
• Add more customization button 
To make this system more utilizable in the future, the customization butt n tion 
must be added to give user variety of options. Plus, the cu tomizati n mu t able 
to be applied to the printable card. 
• Send e-mail function 
Provide the e-mail function for the customer to send e-mail to the administrator. 










• Help Button 
Provide a Help button for the customers to have a guidelii:ie during creating and 
ordering the business card. This can make the user more easier and convenient them. 
8.6 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
Towards the accomplishment of Online Business Card web from the beginning to the 
end of the development and final documentation, a number of problems and 
difficulties are encountered. However, the solutions to these problems and 
difficulties have brought numerous valuable knowledge and experience. Following 
are the benefits and knowledge gained from this project: 
• The importance of all phase in SDLC 
System analysis is an important phase in the System Development Life 
Cycle (SDLC). This phase captures user requirement and the g al f th 
this phase is mistakenly defined, it will cause faulty to the ystem devel pment and 
later progress. With a complete and through system analysis, the sy tern that i 
developed will fulfill all the requirements and achieve it goals. 
System testing is also an important and critical phase in SDL 
application that is free of error in this world. However, with the procedur in th 
system, testing phase, errors and faults in the system can be minimiz d. 
• Development tools knowledge 
This project is developed using Microsoft Dreamweaver MX technology 
with PHP scripting language. Microsoft rcamweaver i a gr at t 1 .D r r ating 










validate user input and upload files and also it has helped me improved my skills in 
PHP scripting language, 
Also with the use of other tools such as Microsoft Photoshop, MySQL 5.0 
and Microsoft Fireworks MX, my knowledge in developing web site will never be 
limited anymore. 
8.7 Summary 
Evaluation of system is indeed to ensure its objectives and intend d functions 
have been achieved. This chapter covers all aspects of the evaluating application 
software. 
The successful development of the system at the present is the first step t ward 
the future expansion of the system. The problem encountered and experience gained 
during the development phases should be helpful in future effort . 
Besides that, this chapter also summarizes the system trength , y tern 
constraints and future enhancements that can be added. The future enhancements will 










Online Business Card is one of many creating and desig~_ing business card web 
site available in the World Wide Web nowadays. Besides that, it also provides some 
types of effect that allow user to enhance their image. However, the system will become 
more complete and capable of performing more tasks when the enhancement and the new 
features are added on in the near future. 
In the process of developing this system, invaluable insight was gained into 
complexity and interfaces of programming. The application of software Engineering 
principles, skills coding writing and others all added up to contribute to the success of 
developing this system. Adhere the development schedule is crucial in determining that a 
system will be computed i11 time. The experience gathered in this proj ct will d finit Jy 
provide a solid foundation in the system development in the future. 
With target goals and objectives in mind even before the <level pment le k pla 
make the development process move systematic. Sometimes conflict in r al world 
situation and programming tools capabilities make the programming difficult. Howe er 
as an overall review, this project has achieved and fulfilled the objectives through its not 













3. http://csdl2.computer.org/persagen/DLAbsToc.jsp?resomcePath=/dl/tran /ts/&toc 
=comp/trans/ts/1997 /08/e8toc.xml&D01=10.1109/32.624305 
4. http://members.rediff.com/akhil milb/bus.iness quality.htm 


















II the following cPath references come from application_top.php 
$category_ depth = 'top'; 
if(isset($cPath) && tep_not_nu11($cPath)) { 
$categories_products_query tep_db_query("select count("') as total from " 
TABLE_PRODUCTS_TO_CATEGORIES. "where c~tegories_id = "'. (int)$current_category_id. ""'); 
$cateqories_products = tep _db_ fetch_ array($categones _products_ query); 
if ($cateqories_products['total'] > 0) { 
$category_depth ='products'; II display products 
} else { 
$category_parent_query = tep_db_query("select count("') as total from". TABLE CATEGORJES." 
where parent_id ="'. (int)$current_category_id. "'"); - 
$category _parent= tep _db _fetch_ array($category _parent_query); 
if ($category _parent['total'] > 0) { 
$category_depth ='nested'; II navigate through the categories 
} else { 




require(DIR_ WS_LANGUAGES. Slanguage . 'I'. FILENAME_D FAULT); 
?> 
<!doctype html public "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"> 
<html <?php echo HTML_PARAMS; ?>> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=<?php echo CHARS ET; ?>"> 
<title><?php echo TITLE; ?></title> · 
<base href="<?php echo (($request_type == 'SSL') ? HTTPS_SERVER HTTP RYER) . 
DIR WS CATALOG;?>"> 
<link rel=-;'stylesheet" type="text/css" href="stylesheet.css"> 
</head> 
<body marginwidth="O" marginheight="O" topmargin="O" bottommargin="O" left:margin="O" 
rightmargin="O"> 
<!--header//--> 
<?php require(DJR_ WS_fNCLUDES . 'header.php'); ?> 
<!-- headereof //--> 
<!--body//--> 
<table border=l'O" width=" I 00%" cellspacing="3" cellpadding=vj "> 
<tr> 
<td width="<?php echo BOX_ WIDTH; ?>" valign="top"><table borde -"0" width="<?php cho 
BOX WIDTH;?>" cellspacing="O" cellpudding=''?"> 
<!-- l~ft navigation//--> 
<?php r;quire(DIR_ W _INCLUDE . 'column_lefl:.php'); ?> 














$category_ query = tep _db_ query("select cd.categories _name, c.categories _image from " . 
TABLE_CATEGORIES. "c,". TABLE_CATEGORIES_DESCRIPTION. "cd where c.categories_id = 
'" . (int)$current_category_id . "' and cd.categories_id "' (int)$current_category_id . "' and 
cd.language_id = "' . (int)$1anguages_id. 11111); 
$category = tep _db_ fetch _array($category _query); 
?> 
<td width=" I 00%" valign="top"><table border="O" width=" I 00%" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td><table border="O" width=" I 00%" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td class="pageHeading"><?php echo HEADJNG_TITLE; ?></td> 
<td class="pageHeading" align="right"><?php echo tep image(DIR WS IMAGES 






<td><?php echo tep_draw_separator('pixel_trans.gif, '100%', '10'); ?><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td><table border="O" width=" I 00%" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="2"> 
<tr> 
<td><table border="O" width=" 100%" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="2"> 
<tr> 
<?php 
if (isset($cPath) && strpos('_', $cPath)) { 
//check to see if there are deeper categories within the current category 
$category_ I in ks = array _reverse($cPath_ array); 
for($i=O, $n=sizeof($category_links); $i<$n; $i++) { 
$categories_query = tep_db-:query("select count(*) as total from". TABLE_CAT G RI . 11 c,". 
TABLE_CATEGORIES_DESCRfPTION . " cd where c.parent_id = "' . (int)$category Jinks[$i] . "'and 
c.categories jd = cd.categories_id and cd.language_id = "' . (int)$1anguages_id . ""'); - 
$categories = tep _db_ fetch_ array($categories_ query); 
if ($categories['total'] < I) { 
II do nothing, go through the loop 
} else { 
$categories_query = tep_db_query("select c.categories_id, cd.categories_name, c.categories image 
c.parent id from " . TABLE_CATEGORJES · " c, " . TABLE_CATEGORI •S DESCRJP ION-. " cd 
where C.parent_id = "' . (int)$category_links[$i] . "' and c.categories jd ;;;; cd.categori s id and 
cd.language_id = "' . (int)$1anguages_id. "'order by sort_order, cd.categories_name"); - 
break;// we've found the deepest category the customer is in 
} 
} 
} else { 
$categories_query = tep_db_query("select c.categories_id, cd.categories_name, c.cat gorie irnag 
c.parent_id from " . T ABLE:-CA TEGORIES . " c? " . TA L _CAT.. RI • _ • CRJ PTI N . 11 cd 
where c.parentjjd = "' · (111t)$cun:ent_category_id · "' and c.categorie _id = cd.categori s id and 
cd.language jd = "' . (int)$languages_1d . "'order by sort_order, cd.categories_name"); - 
} 
$number of categories= tep_db_num_rows($categories query); - - - 
$row • O; 
while ($categories• tep_db_fotch_arrny($catogorio _query)) { 
$rows++; 










$width= (int)(lOO I MAX_DISPLAY_CATEGORIES_PER_ROW). '%'; 
echo ' <td align="center" class="smallText" width="' . $width . "' valign="top"><a href="' . 
tep_href_link(FlLENAME_DEFAULT, $cPath_new) "'>' . tep_image(DIR_ WS_IMAGES . 
$categories['categories_image'], Scategories['categories _name'], SUBCATEGORY _IMAGE_ WIDTH, 
SUBCATEGORY_lMAGE_HEJGHT). '<br>'. $categories['categories_name']. '</a></td>'. "\n"; 
if ((($rows I MAX_DISPLAY_CATEGORJES_PER_ROW) floor($rows J 
MAX_DTSPLAY _CATEGORIES_PER_ROW)) && ($rows!= $number_of_categories)) { 
echo ' </tr>' . "\n"; 
echo' <tr>' . "\n"; 
} 
} 
JI needed for the new products module shown below 






<td><?php echo tep_draw_separator('pixel_trans.gif, '100%', '10'); ?><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 






} elseif ($category _depth=== 'products' II isset($HTTP _GET_ Y ARS('manufacturers_id'])) { 
II create column list 
$detine_list = array('PRODUCT_LlST _MODEL'=> PRODUCT _LIST _MOD L, 
'PRODUCT_LIST_NAME' => PRODUCT_LIST_NAME, 
'PRODUCT UST MANUFACTURER'=> PRODUCT LIST MANUFA TUR R 
'PRODUCT=LIST)RICE' => PRODUCT_LIST_PRICE, - 
'PRODUCT_LIST_QUANTITY' => PRODUCT_LIST_QUANTITY, 
'PRODUCT_LIST_WEIGHT' => PRODUCT_LIST_WEfGHT, 
'PRODUCT_LIST_lMAGE' => PRODUCT_LlST_IMAGE, 
'PRODUCT_LlST_BUY_NOW' => PRODUCT_LIST_BUY_NOW); 
asort($detine _I ist); 
$column_list =array(); 
reset($define _I ist); 
while (list($key, Svalue)= each($define_list)) { 
if($value > O) $column_list[] =$key; 
} 
$select_column_list == "; 
for (Si=O, $n=sizeof($column_list); $i<$n; $i++) { 
switch ($column_list[$i]) { 
case 'PRODUCT _LIST _MODEL': 
$select_column_li t .• 'p.products jnodel, '; 
break; 
case 'PRO UCT_LI T_NAME': 










case 'PRODUCT LIST MANUFACTURER': 
$select_column.::)ist .=1m.manufacturers_name, '; 
break; 
case 'PRODUCT LIST QUANTITY': 
$select_column=list .=1p.products_quantity, '; 
break; 
case 'PRODUCT LIST IMAGE': 
Sselect colurnnIist .=1p.products_image, '; 
break; 
case 'PRODUCT LIST WEIG.HT': 




II show the products of a specified manufacturer 
if (isset($HTTP _GET_ V ARS[1manufacturers_id'])) { 
if (isset($HTTP _GET_ VARS['filter_id1]) && tep_not_null($HTTP _GET_ VARS[1filter_id1])) { 
II We are asked to show only a specific category 
$1isting_sql = "select" . $select_column_list . " p.products jd, p.manufacturers_id, p.products_price, 
p.products_tax_class_id, IF(s.status, s.specials_new_products_price, NULL) as 
specials_ new _products _price, IF(s.status, s.specials _new _products _price, p. products _price) as final_price 
from". TABLE_PRODUCTS. "p left join". TABLE_SPECIALS. "son p.products jd = s.product _id, 
" . TABLE PRODUCTS_DESCRIPTION . " pd, " . TABLE_MANUFACTURERS . " m, " . 
TABLE PRODUCTS_TO_CATEGORIES. "p2c where p.products_status = 1!1 and p.manufacturers id= 
m.rnanufacturers jd and m.manufacturers_id = "' . (int)$HTTP _ 0.ET _ V ARS['manufacturer _id'] ... -;- and 
p.products id = p2c.products_id and pd.products jd = p2c.products_id and pd.language id = 111 
(int)$languages_id . 111 and p2c.categories_id ="' . (int)$HTTP _GET _VARS['filter_id1] • ""'; - 
} else { 
II We show them all 
$listing_sql = "select" . $select_column_list . " p.products_id, p.rnanufacturers jd, p.pr duct _price 
p.products_tax_class_id, lF(s.status, s.specials_new_products_price, NULL) a 
specials_new_products_price, IF(s.status, s.specials_new_products_price, p.products_price) as final rice 
from". TABLE_PRODUCTS. "p left join". TABLE_SPECIALS. "son p.products_id = .pr duct _id 
" . TABLE PRODUCTS_DESCRIPTION . " pd, " . TABLE_MANUFACTURER . " m where 
p.products status = 1 ' and pd.products_id = p.products-:-id and pd:language_id = "' . (int)$languages_id . 111 
and p.manufacturers_id = m.manufacturers jd and m.manufacturers id = 111 • 
(int)$HTTP _GET_ VARS['manufacturers_id'] . ""'; - 
} 
} else { 
II show the products in a given categorie 
if (isset($HTTP _GET_ VARS['filter_id']) && tep_not_null($HTTP _G T_ VAR ['filter_id'])) { 
II We are asked to show only specific catgeory 
$listing_sql = "select " . $select_column_list . " p.products_id, p.manufacturers_id, p.product rice, 
p.products_tax_class_id, . IF(s.status, . s.specials_new_products rice, NUL ) a 
specials_new_products_pnce, IF(s.status, s.spec1als_new_products_price, p.products rice) a final ric 
from". TABLE_PRODUCTS. "P left join". TABL _SP CIALS." on p.product id• .pr ducts id, 
" . TABLE_PRODUCTS_DESCRIPTION . " pd, " . TA L _MANUFACTURER . " m, -;; . 
TABLE_PRODUCTS_TO_CATEGORJES · '.' p2c where p.products_status = 'l' and p.manufacturers_id = 
m.manufacturers_id and m.m~nufacturer _1d = "' . (int)$HTTP _G T _VAR ['filter_id') . 111 and 
p.products jd = p2c.products_1d an? P?·produc~s_id • p2c.products_id and pd.lnnguagc_id • "' 
(int)$1anguages_id. 111 and p2c.categones_1d ="'. (lnt)$current_category_id. "'"; 
} else { 
II We show them all 
$1isting_sql = "select " · $select_c lumn_ll t . " p.producl _id, p.manufacturer _id, p.product rice, 
p.product _tax_class_id, ll•(s.status, .special _now_pr ducts rl , N ) as 










from " . TABLE_PRODUCTS_DESCRIPTION . " pd, " . TABLE_PRODUCTS . " p left join " . 
TABLE_MANUFACTURERS . " m on p.manufacturers_id = m.manufacturers_id left join " . 
TABLE_SPECIALS. "son p.products_id = s.products_id,". TABLE_PRODUCTS_TO_CATEGORIES. 
" p2c where p.products_status = 'I' and p.products_id = p2c.products_id and pd.products_id = 




if ( (!isset($HTTP_GET_VARS['sort'])) II (!ereg('[l-8][ad]', $HTTP_GET_VARS['sort'])) II 
(substr($HTTP _GET_ VARS['sort'], 0, I)> sizeof($column_list))) { 
for ($i=O, $n=sizeof($column_list); $i<$n; $i++) { 
if($column_list[$i] == 'PRODUCT_LIST_NAME') { 
$HTTP _GET_ VARS['sort'] = $i+l . 'a'; 




} else { 
$sort_col = substr($HTTP _GET_ VARS['sort'], 0, 1); 
$sort_ order= substr($HTTP _GET_ V ARS['sort'], 1 ); 
$1isting_sql .= ' order by '; 
switch ($column_list[$sort_ col-1]) { 
case 'PRODUCT LIST MODEL': 
$1isting_sql .= "p.prod-;:;cts_model". ($sort_order == 'd'? 'desc': "). ", pd.products_name"; 
break; 
case 'PRODUCT LIST NAME': 
$1isting_sql .= "pd.products_name". ($sort_order == 'd'? 'desc': "); 
break; 
case 'PRODUCT LIST MANUFACTURER': 
$1isting_sql .= "~.man~facturers_name". ($sort_order=='d'? 'desc': ").",pd.product _name"· 
break; 
case 'PRODUCT_LIST_QUANTITY': 
$1isting_sql .= "p.products_quantity". ($sort_order == 'd' 1 'desc': ").",pd.product _name"· 
break; 
case 'PRODUCT LIST JMAGE': 
$1isting_sql .= ''Pd.products_name"; 
break; 
case 'PRODUCT LIST WEIGHT': 
$1isting_sql .= "p.prod-;:;cts_weight". ($sort_order == 'd'? 'desc': "). ", pd.products_name"; 
break; 
case 'PRODUCT LIST PRICE': 





<td widrh="l 00%" valign"""top"><table borde "0" width=" I 00%" ccllspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td><table borde -"O" width=" I 00%" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td class="pageHeading"><?php echo H ADING_TITLE; ?><ltd> 
<?php 
II optional Product List Filter 
if(PRODUCT_LI T_FI T R>O){ 










$filterlist_sql = "select distinct c.categories_id as id, cd.categories_name as name from " . 
TABLE_PRODUCTS . " p, " . TABLE_PRODUCTS_TO_CATEGORIES . " p2c, " . 
TABLE_CATEGORIES. "c,". TABLE_CATEGORIES_DESCRIPTION. "cd where p.products_status 
= 'l' and p.products_id = p2c.products_id and p2c.categories_id = c.categories jd.and p2c.categories_id = 
cd.categories jd and cd.language_id = "' . (int)$1anguages_id . "' and p.manufacturers_id = '" . 
(int)$HTTP _GET_ V ARS['manufacturers _id'] . "' order by cd.categories_ name"; 
} else { 
$filterlist_sql= "select distinct m.manufacturers_id as id, m.manufacturers_name as name from " . 
TABLE_PRODUCTS . " p, " . TABLE_PRODUCTS_TO_CATEGORIES . " p2c " 
TABLE_MANUFACTURERS . " m where p.products_status = '1' and p.manufacturers jd 
m.manufacturers jd and p.products_id p2c.products_id and p2c.categories_id "' 
(int)$current_category_id. "'order by m.manufacturers_name"; 
} 
$filterlist_ query = tep _db_ query($filterl ist_ sql); 
if (tep _db_ num _rows($filterlist_ query)> 1) { 
echo ' <td align="center" class="main">' . tep_draw_form('filter', FILENAME DEFAULT, 
'get'). TEXT_SHOW. '&nbsp;'; - 
if (isset($HTTP _GET_ V ARS['manufacturers _id'])) { 
echo tep _draw_ hidden_ field('manufacturers_id', $HTTP_ GET_ VARS['manufacturers _id']); 
$options= array(array('id' =>",'text'=> TEXT_ALL_CATEGORJES)); 
} else { 
echo tep _draw_ hidden _field('cPath', $cPath); 
$options= array(array('id' =>",'text'=> TEXT_ALL_MANUFACTURER ))· 
} 
echo tep_draw_hidden_field('sort', $HTTP _GET_ VARS['sort']); 
while ($filterlist = tep_db_fetch_array($filterlist_query)) { 
$options[] = array('id' => $filterlist['id'], 'text'=> $filterlist['name']); 
} 
echo tep_ draw _pull_down_menu('filter _id', Soptions, (isset($HTTP _GET_ VAR ('filter_id']) ? 
$HTTP GET VARS('filter id']:"), 'onchange="this.form.submit()"'); 
echo '</fonn></td>'. ·~1"; 
} 
} 
II Get the right image for the top-right 
$image= DIR_ WS_lMAGES. 'table_background_list.gif; 
if (isset($HTTP _GET_ VARS['manufacturers_id'])) { 
$image= tep_db_query("select manufacturers_image from". TABLE_MANUFACTURERS. "where 
manufacturers_id ="'. (int)$HTTP _GET_ VARS['manufacturers_id']. "'"); 
$image= tep_db_fetch_array($image); 
$image= $image['manufacturers_image']; 
} elseif ($current_ category _id) { 
$image = tep_db_query("select categories jmage from " . TABLE_ CATEGORIES . " where 





<td align="right"><?php echo tep_image(DlR_ WS_JMAGES . $image, HEADTNG_TITLE 















<td><?php include(DIR_ WS_MODULES. FILENAME_PRODUCT_LISTING); ?><ltd> 
</tr> 
</tab I e></td> 
<?php 
} else { //default page 
?> 
<td width="l00%" valign="top"><table border="O" width="100%" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td><table border="O" width=" 100%" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td class="pageHeading"><?php echo HEADJNG_TITLE; ?><ltd> 
<td class="pageHeading" align="right"><?php echo 






<td><?php echo tep_draw_separator('pixel_trans.gif, '100%', '10'); ?><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td><table border="O" width=" 100%" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td class="main"><?php echo tep_customer_greeting(); ?><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 







<tr> <td align="justify" class="smallText">Welcome to Surnmerl'rinter.corn. 24/7 services. Multiple 
choices of business card. 
SummerPrinter.com is the Web's favorite destination for business card. Choose a business card design that 
reflects your company's special brand image, and which will place you in a respected class of business 
associates. We use leading edge quality printing to produce business cards that are a genuine pr motional 
asset :- color , sticker, magnetic, metal, 30 and 48 hour, as well as, brochures, door hangers, flyers 




<td><?php echo tep_draw _separator('pixel_tran .gif', 'I 00%', '1 O'); ?><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td><?php include(D:IR_ WS_M DUL S. Fl NAME_N ·W _PR CT ); ?><ltd> 
</tr> 
<?php 

















<!-- body text eof //--> 
<td width="<?php echo BOX_ WIDTH; ?>" valign="top"><table border="O" width="<?php echo 
BOX_ WIDTH;?>" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="2"> 
<!-- right_navigation //--> 
<?php require(DIR_ WS_JNCLUDES . 'column_right.php'); ?> 




<!-- body eof //--> 
<!--footer//--> 
<?php require(DIR_ WS_INCLUDES . 'footer.php'); ?> 
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10, •urlnHr and Httvo1k 
• User must choose one image desired from image shown. 
Step 2: Customization 
Customize {Tra11S11>ort508) 
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• Now customer is given a few selection of customization style button to enhance 
the look of their card that is to be ordered. The buttons are: 1) Font type-to select 
" 
font type; 2) Font color-to select the font color and; 3) Layout-to select the layout 
that they want. 
• Click "Add to Cart" button to confirm the ordered card. 
Step 3: Upload Picture 













04, •lu• H•t 
o:i, FHhlon20l 
I 01, -'"11"•1002 
Ol, l'ood 
lOI. H•\ur•IOl Qt, Anlm•IOOl 10, l1.uin11uf and Ma,wo1I.. 
• Or the customer also can upload picture that they desire for designing their 
business card. 
• The customer just has to click "Browse" button to upload the picture that they 
want. 
• Then click "Continue" button to cu tomize the picture. 
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